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Je�erson Parish Bicycle Master Plan
Date: July 2013
Author: DM, Alta Planning + Design

15TH ST AND CAUSEWAY BLVD

I

New signalized 
intersection. The 
addition of pedestrian 
countdown signals is 
preferred.

Countdown Ped Signal Head

High visibility crosswalks 
improve motorist awareness 
of marked crossing.

A new shared use path provides 
a connection between proposed 
east/west bikeway.

A new pathway on existing 
Parish  ROW will provide 
access to 15th St for 
pedestrians and bicyclists.

15TH ST

16TH ST

17TH ST

Install ped push 
buttons to 
activate the signal.
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Je�erson Parish Bicycle Master Plan
Date: July 2013
Author: DM, Alta Planning + Design

TRANSCONTINENTAL AND W ESPLANADE

I

Remove the existing inside 
left turn lane and replace 
with a striped buffer area.*

*Requires additional traffic signal 
engineering analysis

Dashed markings across 
driveways alert both 
bicyclists and motorists 
of potential conflict area.

Green thermoplastic 
highlights the conflict 
area between motorists 
and bicyclists.

Intersection lane markings 
improve bicyclists’ 
navigation of long or 
complex intersections.

Efforts should be made to better 
manage access through the 
reduction of driveway lengths 
and consolidation of driveways 
where possible.

Bike lane markings 
every 250’

Consider green 
conflict thermoplastic 
or paint at driveways.



Je�erson Parish Bicycle Master Plan
Date: July 2013
Author: DM, Alta Planning + Design

KAWANEE AVE AND POWER BLVD (Connection to Existing Trail)

I

Install ped push 
buttons at all 
intersectin legs to 
activate the signal.

The addition of 
pedestrian 
countdown signals 
is preferred. Countdown Ped Signal Head

Curb extensions reduce the 
crossing distance for trail users 
and reduce motorist turn speeds. 
Warning signage (below) alerts 
motorists to look for trail users 
crossing the roadway, prior to 
intitiating a turn.

Consider realigning the 
path crossing to be in 
advance of the motor 
vehicle advanced stop line.
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GRETNA BLVD AND BELLE CHASSE

I

Dashed markings across 
driveways alert both 
bicyclists and motorists 
of potential conflict area.

Green thermoplastic 
highlights the conflict 
merge area between 
motorists and bicyclists.

Efforts should be made to better 
manage access through the 
reduction of driveway lengths 
and consolidation of driveways 
where possible.

Intersection lane markings 
improve bicyclists’ 
navigation of long or 
complex intersections.

Bike lane markings 
every 250’
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Je�erson Parish Bicycle Master Plan
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Author: DM, Alta Planning + Design

DESTREHAN AVE AND WESTBANK EXPY

I

Green thermoplastic 
highlights the conflict 
merge area between 
motorists and bicyclists

To maintain existing left turn 
only lane and stripe a bike 
lane pavement width must 
be added to the east side of 
the roadway



Typical Cross Section
Destrehan from Westbank Expwy to Max Dr
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Date: July 2013
Author: DM, Alta Planning + Design

ALTERNATE - DESTREHAN AVE FROM WESTBANK EXPWY TO MAX DR

I

East of the drainage ditch adjacent 
to the roadway is a 12’ - 15’ wide 
area suitable for the development of 
a shared use path.

A two-way shared use path on the 
east side of Destrehan is preferred 
to avoid the difficult transition 
point southbound bicyclist would 
face at the triangular median.

A bike lane is recommended for 
Destrehan Ave. However, developing a 
shared use path where Destrehan Ave 
meets the Westbank Expwy access road 
(as shown here) will create a safe route 
for navigating this difficult intersection. 
North and south of this interesection, 
transitions from the path, across 
Destrehan Ave to the proposed bike lane 
facilities, should be provided. Transition 
points should utilize high visibility 
crosswalks and rectangular rapid flash 
beacons to safely and seamlessly move 
bicyclists along the corridor.

Manage conflicts at driveway access 
points to industrial sites by requiring 
trucks exiting and entering site to 
yield to bicyclists.
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BICYCLE FRIENDLY COMMUNITY  
DRAFT FEEDBACK REPORT 

Jefferson Parish, LA 
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Below, reviewers provided key recommendations to further 

promote bicycling in Jefferson Parish and a menu of 

additional pro-cycling measures that can be implemented in 

the short and long term. We strongly encourage you to use 

this feedback to build on your momentum and improve your 

community for bicyclists. There may also be initiatives, 

programs, and facilities that are not mentioned here that 

would benefit your bicycling culture, so please continue to 

try new things to increase your ridership, safety, and 

awareness! 

To learn more about what funds are available for bicycle 

projects, please visit 

http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/environment/bicycle_pedestrian

/overview/bp-broch.cfm and 

http://www.advocacyadvance.org/.  

The key measures Jefferson Parish should take to 

improve cycling: 

 Appoint a staff member Bicycle & Pedestrian 

Coordinator or create a new position. A Bicycle & 

Pedestrian Coordinator works with advocates, state and 

local elected officials, business leaders, media, law 

enforcement, public health officials, transit providers 

and the general public to build partnerships providing 

leadership and vision so these groups may embrace and 

implement facilities and programs that increase the 

number of residents that are safely bicycling and 

walking. This staff person should also work closely with 

the Bicycle Advisory Committee, review development 

proposals to ensure that local bicycle/pedestrian 

requirements are incorporated and to assess bicycling 

and walking impacts, develop and implement 

educational and promotional programs, write grant 

proposals, serve as the public contact for 

bicycling/walking inquiries and complaints, educate 

other staff about state and federal facilities standards 

and guidelines, and coordinate with neighboring cities, 

transit agencies and other departments to implement 

policies and projects. See this report on the importance 

of Bicycle & Pedestrian program staff.  

 

 Have the official Bicycle Advisory Committee (BAC) 

meet more frequently to facilitate the implementation of 

the bicycle master plan and to ensure that the bicycle 

program is held accountable by citizens.  

 

 Adopt a Complete Streets policy at the Parish level and 

offer implementation guidance such as a design manual. 

By adopting a Complete Streets policy, the Parish directs 

its transportation planners and engineers to routinely 

design and operate the entire right-of-way to enable safe 

access for all users, regardless of age, ability, or mode of 

transportation. This means that every transportation 

project will make the street network better and safer for 

drivers, transit users, pedestrians, and bicyclists – 

making your community a better place to live.  

 

 Expand your bike network using different types of bike 

lanes, cycle tracks and shared lane arrows. Particularly 

Veterans Memorial Blvd is in need of safe bicycle and 

http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/environment/bicycle_pedestrian/overview/bp-broch.cfm
http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/environment/bicycle_pedestrian/overview/bp-broch.cfm
http://www.advocacyadvance.org/
http://www.bikeleague.org/resources/reports/pdfs/why_bike_ped_staff_april_2010.pdf
http://www.completestreets.org/
http://nacto.org/cities-for-cycling/design-guide/bike-lanes/
http://nacto.org/cities-for-cycling/design-guide/bike-lanes/
http://nacto.org/cities-for-cycling/design-guide/cycle-tracks/
http://nacto.org/cities-for-cycling/design-guide/bikeway-signing-marking/shared-lane-marking/
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pedestrian infrastructure such as crosswalks and 

pedestrian heads at intersections. On-street 

improvements coupled with the expansion of the off-

street system will encourage more people to cycle and 

will improve safety. Ensure smooth transitions for 

bicyclists between the trail network and the street 

network. These improvements will also increase the 

effectiveness of encouragement efforts by providing a 

broader range of facility choices for users of various 

abilities and comfort levels. 

 

 It is essential to make both motorists and cyclists aware 

of their rights and responsibilities on the road. Expand 

your public education campaign promoting the share the 

road message. Take advantage of your local bicycle 

groups for content development and manpower. See the 

excellent “Look” campaign in New York City or the 

“Don’t be a Road Hog” campaign in Colorado. 

 

 Expand encouragement efforts during Bike Month in 

partnership with local bicycle advocacy groups. Proclaim 

May (or a month with mild and dry weather) as Bike 

Month. Host, sponsor and encourage bicycle-themed 

community events, campaigns and programs. Increase 

your efforts on Bike to Work Day and Bike to School 

Day. Ensure to widely advertise all bicycle-themed 

community events and programs. For ideas and more 

information, visit 

http://www.bikeleague.org/programs/bikemonth/ or 

refer to question #47 of the BFC application. 

 

 Ensure that bicyclists and pedestrians are re-routed on 

clearly marked routes when trails are closed for 

construction. Currently, the lakefront trail and the river 

trail near the Orleans Parish line need temporary re-

routing. 

 

Choose from these additional recommendations to 

further promote bicycling:  

Engineering 

 

Low hanging fruit and fast results 

 

 Develop and implement streetscape design guidelines 

that foster a pleasant and comfortable environment for 

pedestrians and cyclists. Beautiful streetscaping has also 

shown to increase community livability and pride, 

reduce crime and increase property values. 

 

 Consider passing an ordinance or policy that would 

require larger employers to provide bicycle parking, 

shower facilities, and other end-of-trip amenities.  

 

 Increase the amount of high quality bicycle parking at 

popular destinations such as major transit stops, 

schools, universities, recreational and entertainment 

facilities, retail stores, office buildings, and churches 

throughout the community. Residents of multi-family 

dwellings and public housing should have access to high 

http://www.springerlink.com/content/n822p50241p66113/
http://www.nyc.gov/html/look/html/about/about_us_text.shtml
http://www.coloradodot.info/programs/bikeped/share-the-road/documents/guide.pdf
http://www.bikeleague.org/programs/bikemonth/
http://www.commuterpage.com/TDM/bikespec.htm
http://www.bicyclinginfo.org/engineering/parking.cfm
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quality bike parking as well. Regulations that require 

bike parking, e.g. for new developments, can secure 

private funding. See the bicycle parking ordinances of 

Madison, Wisconsin and Santa Cruz, California. Also 

consider adding some artistic bike racks to enhance the 

sense of place of your community. 

 

 Allow access to suitable public lands for mountain 

bicyclists. Since you lack mountainous topography, 

singletracks in flat or slightly hilly areas are great for 

beginners and children, and ramps can be built for more 

experienced users. Ensure to connect any off-road trails 

and facilities to your bicycle network.  

 

 Consider road diets in appropriate locations to make 

streets more efficient and safe. Use the newly created 

space for bicycle and pedestrian facilities.   

 

 Install a bicycle wayfinding system at strategic locations 

around the community. Click here for some best 

practices from the Washington, DC area Council of 

Governments. 

 

 Implement broader transportation policies and 

programs that encourage alternative transportation 

choices, such as maximum/no minimum car parking 

standards or shared-parking allowances to complement 

your community’s infrastructure investments and 

programs.  

 

Benefits of Further Improving Jefferson 

Parish for Cycling 

 

Further increasing bicycle use can improve the environment by 

reducing the impact on residents of pollution and noise, limiting 

greenhouse gases, and improving the quality of public spaces; Reduce 

congestion by shifting short trips (the majority of trips in cities) out 

of cars. This will also make cities more accessible for public transport, 

walking, essential car travel, emergency services, and deliveries; Save 

lives by creating safer conditions for bicyclists and as a direct 

consequence improve the safety of all other road users. Research 

shows that increasing the number of bicyclists on the street improves 

bicycle safety; Increase opportunities for residents of all ages to 

participate socially and economically in the community, regardless of 

income or ability.  

Greater choice of travel modes also increases independence, especially 

among seniors and children; Boost the economy by creating a 

community that is an attractive destination for new residents, tourists 

and businesses; Enhance recreational opportunities, especially 

for children, and further contribute to the quality of life in the 

community; Save city funds by increasing the efficient use of public 

space, reducing the need for costly new road infrastructure, preventing 

crashes, improving the health of the community, and increasing the 

use of public transport; Enhance public safety and security by 

increasing the number of “eyes on the street” and providing more 

options for movement in the event of emergencies, natural disasters, 

and major public events; Improve the health and well being of 

the population by promoting routine physical activity. 

 

http://www.cityofmadison.com/trafficEngineering/documents/z2811bik.pdf
http://www.bikeplan.com/sc-ord.htm
http://nashvillearts.com/2010/01/01/artful-bicycle-racks-in-2o1o/
http://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/provencountermeasures/fhwa_sa_12_013.htm
http://nacto.org/cities-for-cycling/design-guide/bikeway-signing-marking/bike-route-way-finding-signage-and-markings-system/
http://www.mwcog.org/uploads/committee-documents/t1dZW1k20070516090831.pdf
http://katana.hsrc.unc.edu/cms/downloads/CS15_EnvironmentalBenefits1992.pdf
http://www.bicyclinginfo.org/why/benefits_transportation.cfm
http://www.bicyclinginfo.org/why/benefits_transportation.cfm
http://www.cycle-helmets.com/safety_in_numbers2.pdf
http://www.cycle-helmets.com/safety_in_numbers2.pdf
http://www.completestreets.org/complete-streets-fundamentals/factsheets/older-adults/
http://www.completestreets.org/complete-streets-fundamentals/factsheets/children/
http://www.altaplanning.com/App_Content/files/fp_docs/2008%20Portland%20Bicycle-Related%20Economy%20Report.pdf
http://www.bicyclinginfo.org/bikecost/
http://www.bikeleague.org/programs/bicyclefriendlyamerica/communities/pdfs/health_risks_and_benefits_of_cycling_barcelona_study.pdf
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 Adequately maintain your on and off road bicycle 

infrastructure to ensure usability and safety. Increase 

the frequency of sweepings and address potholes and 

other hazards faster.  

 

 Develop a mechanism that will allow cyclists to report 

hazards to traffic engineers and planners, such as a 

hotline or an online reporting tool.  

 

 Consider a raised crossing, a grade separated crossing or 

a high-visibility treatment where a shared use path 

crosses a medium or high traffic road. Ensure that both 

path and road users are clearly informed about who has 

the right-of-way.  

 

Long Term Goals 

 

 Implement land use policies that minimize large lot/low 

density and single-use development to better facilitate 

bicycling, pedestrian and transit trips. Consider a form-

based code to allow for flexible land uses and to provide 

a comfortable and convenient built environment for 

pedestrians and cyclists. 

 

 Develop solutions to physical barriers in order to 

provide convenient bicycle access to all parts of the 

community. Many open canals block passage for bikes 

and pedestrians because there is only passage for 

automobiles. Canal crossings could be connected to new 

trails along the water. The I-10 blocks most North-South 

connections on the East Bank.  By building high-quality 

infrastructure at these interchanges, it would encourage 

many more Parish residents to ride. 

 

 Develop a system of bicycle boulevards, utilizing quiet 

neighborhood streets, that creates an attractive, 

convenient, and comfortable cycling environment 

welcoming to cyclists of all ages and skill levels. Learn 

how to do it at 

http://www.ibpi.usp.pdx.edu/guidebook.php. Use the 

Bicycle Boulevards section of the NACTO Urban 

Bikeway Design Guide for design guidelines.   

 

 Since arterial and collector roads are the backbone of 

every transportation network, it is essential to provide 

designated bicycle facilities along these roads and calm 

traffic speeds to allow bicyclists of all skill levels to reach 

their destinations quickly and safely. On roads with 

posted speed limits of more than 35 mph, it is 

recommended to provide protected bicycle 

infrastructure, such as cycle tracks, buffered bike lanes 

or parallel shared-use paths. 

 

 Make intersections safer and more comfortable for 

cyclists. Include elements such as color, signage, 

medians, signal detection, and pavement markings. The 

level of treatment required for bicyclists at an 

intersection will depend on the bicycle facility type used, 

whether bicycle facilities are intersecting, the adjacent 

street function and land use. See the NACTO design 

guidelines and the 2012 AASHTO Guide for the 

http://www.bicyclenetwork.com.au/general/bike-futures/40410/
http://www.ibpi.usp.pdx.edu/guidebook.php
http://nacto.org/cities-for-cycling/design-guide/bicycle-boulevards/
http://nacto.org/cities-for-cycling/design-guide/cycle-tracks/
http://nacto.org/cities-for-cycling/design-guide/bike-lanes/buffered-bike-lanes/
http://nacto.org/cities-for-cycling/design-guide/intersection-treatments/
http://nacto.org/cities-for-cycling/design-guide/intersection-treatments/
https://bookstore.transportation.org/item_details.aspx?ID=1943
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Development of Bicycle Facilities for recommended 

intersection treatments. 

 

Education 

 

Low hanging fruit and fast results 

 

 Consider offering bicycle education for children and 

youth outside of school through bike rodeos, youth 

recreation programs, helmet fit seminars or a Safety 

Town program.  

 

 Consider creating a Bicycle Ambassador program.  Have 

Ambassadors attend community and private events 

year-round to talk to residents and visitors of all ages 

about bicycling and to give bicycle safety 

demonstrations. They can also offer bike commuting 

presentations for area businesses.  

 

 Offer Cycling Skills classes and Traffic Skills 101 classes 

or encourage a local bicycle advocacy group or shop to 

do so. Ideally, the instruction should incorporate a 

classroom portion as well as on-road training. The 

classroom portion of Traffic Skills 101 is now available 

online as well. For more information visit: 

www.bikeleague.org/programs/education/ 

 

 Team with a local bicycle group or shop to offer more 

frequent bike maintenance workshops at parks, 

libraries, community centers or at events. A short 

tutorial on how to change a flat tire can empower a 

person to ride their bike more often.  

 

 Regularly host Traffic Skills 101 or bike commuter 

courses for engineers and planners to better understand 

cyclists’ needs. For more information visit: 

www.bikeleague.org/programs/education/ 

 

 Continue hosting League Cycling Instructor (LCI) 

seminars to increase the number of certified LCIs in 

your community. Having more local instructors will 

enable your community to expand cycling education, 

recruit knowledgeable cycling ambassadors, deliver 

education to motorists, provide cycling education to 

adults and kids, and have experts available to assist in 

encouragement programs. Visit 

http://www.bikeleague.org/programs/education/ for 

more information. 

 

Long Term Goals 

 

 Bicycle-safety education should be a routine part of 

public education, and schools and the surrounding 

neighborhoods should be particularly safe and 

convenient for biking. Work with your Bicycle Advisory 

Committee, local bicycle groups or interested parents to 

expand the Safe Routes to School or equivalent program 

that emphasize bicycling for all elementary schools, 

middle schools and high schools. For more information, 

see the National Highway Traffic Safety 

Administration's Safe Routes To School Toolkit, 

https://bookstore.transportation.org/item_details.aspx?ID=1943
http://www.peoriaparks.org/bicycle-safety-town
http://www.peoriaparks.org/bicycle-safety-town
http://bikeed.org/default.aspx
http://www.bikeleague.org/programs/education/
http://www.bikeleague.org/programs/education/
http://www.bikeleague.org/programs/education/
http://www.nhtsa.dot.gov/people/injury/pedbimot/bike/Safe-Routes-2002/
http://www.nhtsa.dot.gov/people/injury/pedbimot/bike/Safe-Routes-2002/
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www.bikeleague.org/programs/saferoutes/index.php or 

visit www.saferoutesinfo.org.  

 

 Start a bicyclist ticket diversion program. Cyclists given 

a citation are offered an opportunity to waive fees for 

violations by attending a bicycling education course. 

This course should include a classroom and on-road 

component.  See what Pima County and San Diego 

County have done. 

 

 Expand the motorist education program for professional 

drivers. See San Francisco’s Frequent Driver Education. 

 

 Increase your efforts to ensure your bicycle education 

programs reach traditionally underserved populations, 

particularly seniors, women, minorities, non-English 

speakers and the disabled.  

 

Encouragement 

 

Low hanging fruit and fast results 

 

 Host, sponsor and/or encourage a variety of social and 

family-friendly bicycle-themed community events year-

round, such as a bike movie festival, a 4th of July bike 

parade, an “increase-your-appetite” Thanksgiving 

community ride, a dress-like-Santa community ride 

before Christmas, a bicycle fashion show (stylish 

alternatives to spandex), a Halloween bike decoration 

competition, a bike to the arts event, etc. Work closely 

with local bicycle groups, bike shops and schools. 

Provide appropriate safety measures such as road 

closures or police escorts. 

 

 Consider offering a ‘Ciclovia’ or ‘Summer Streets’ type 

event, closing off a major corridor to auto traffic and 

offering the space to cyclists, pedestrians and group 

exercise events. Check out LA’s CicLAvia! 

 

 Set up and promote a bicycle-themed community 

celebration or social ride each time a new bicycle related 

project is completed. This is a great way to show off the 

community’s good efforts and introduces new users to 

the improvement. 

 

 Encourage local public agencies, businesses and 

organizations to promote cycling to the workplace and to 

seek recognition through the free Bicycle Friendly 

Business program. Businesses will profit from a 

healthier, happier and more productive workforce while 

the community would profit from less congestion, better 

air quality, public bike parking in prime locations 

provided by businesses, new and powerful partners in 

advocating for bike infrastructure and programs on the 

local, state and federal level, and business-sponsored 

public bike events or classes. Your community’s 

government should be the model employer for the rest 

of the community. See what the Colorado-based New 

Belgium Brewing Company is doing here. 

 

 Encourage local institutions of higher education to 

promote cycling and to seek recognition through the 

http://www.bikeleague.org/programs/saferoutes/index.php
http://www.saferoutesinfo.org/
http://bikeped.pima.gov/Safety%20(pdfs)/April%20-%20May%202011%20Bicycle%20Diversion%20Class%20(No%20Locations).pdf
http://www.sdcbc.org/Motorist-Education.html
http://www.sdcbc.org/Motorist-Education.html
http://www.sfbike.org/?drivertraining
http://www.ciclavia.org/
http://www.bikeleague.org/business
http://www.bikeleague.org/business
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/20580736
http://www.bikeleague.org/programs/bicyclefriendlyamerica/bicyclefriendlybusiness/bfb_new_belgium.php
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Bicycle Friendly University program. Many colleges and 

universities have embraced the growing enthusiasm for 

more bicycle-friendly campuses by incorporating bike 

share programs, bike co-ops, bicycling education classes 

and policies to promote bicycling as a preferred means 

of transportation. The community could potentially 

profit as well: Communities near a BFU such as Stanford 

or University of California at Davis have a very high 

number of regular bicyclists (as many students bike to 

campus, shops and restaurants), less congestion around 

campus, safer streets and university-hosted public 

bicycle events, programs and classes. Learn about what 

Stanford University is doing for cyclists here. 

 

 Establish a youth recreation or intervention program 

centered on bicycling, such as an Earn a Bike or Recycle 

a Bike program. See what the Community Cycling 

Center in Portland, OR does: 

http://www.communitycyclingcenter.org/ 

 

 Design and publish several printed local bike maps, 

addressing diverse needs and skill levels (commuter, 

recreational cyclist, sport cyclist, mountain biker etc).  

Each map should outline the existing on and off-road 

bicycle network by infrastructure type and skill level (if 

applicable). In addition, these maps could identify the 

locations of landmarks, greenways, low-traffic streets, 

public restrooms, water fountains, bike routes, 

designated scenic routes, bike stations, bike repair 

stations, bike parking and transit stations. Take a look at 

Pittsburgh’s award-winning bike map. 

Long Term Goals 

 

 Recreational bicycling can be promoted through bicycle 

amenities such as a mountain bike park, a cyclocross 

course or a pump track. Ensure that the facilities are 

accessible by bicycle, so that there is no need to drive to 

ride. 

 

 Develop a series of short (2-5 mi.) (themed) loop rides 

around the community and provide appropriate way-

finding signage. Integrate these rides into local bike 

maps. 

 

Enforcement 

 

Low hanging fruit and fast results 

 

 Invite a police officer to become an active member of the 

Bicycle Advisory Committee and appoint a law-

enforcement point person to interact with the cyclists. 

This will actively facilitate stronger connections between 

bicycle advocates, the wider bicycling community and 

law enforcement, which will improve road safety for all 

users, and improve fair enforcement of motorist and 

cyclist infractions. 

 

 Have police officers distribute helmets, bike lights and 

bike locks (or coupons to the local bike shop for each 

item) to encourage all types of cyclists to ride more 

safely, discourage bike theft and remove the barriers to 

http://www.bikeleague.org/programs/bicyclefriendlyamerica/bicyclefriendlyuniversity/index.php
file:///C:/Users/Nicole/AppData/Local/Temp/:%20%20http:/www.bikeleague.org/programs/bicyclefriendlyamerica/bicyclefriendlyuniversity/bfu_stanford_univ.php
http://www.communitycyclingcenter.org/
http://bike-pgh.org/campaigns/commuter-bike-maps/
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attaining these essential bike accessories. See the helmet 

and light promotions at Stanford. 

 

 Ask police officers to target both motorist and cyclist 

infractions to ensure that laws are being followed by all 

road users. Ensure that bicycle/car crashes are 

investigated thoroughly and that citations are given 

fairly.    

 

 Enforcement practices could also include positive 

enforcement ticketing. Police officers could team up 

with local stores to reward safe cycling practices by 

handing out gift certificates to cyclists who are “caught” 

following the law.  

 

 Increase the number of officers that patrol streets on 

bikes, as it gives officers a better understanding of the 

conditions for cyclists. Also ensure that secluded off 

road paths are regularly patrolled to improve personal 

safety and encourage more people to take advantage of 

this amenity. 

 

 Provide safety amenities such as emergency call boxes 

along secluded trails, and offer services such as non-

mandatory bike registration and missing bike recovery 

assistance. 

 Pass more laws that protect cyclists, e.g. implement 

specific penalties for motorists for failing to yield to a 

cyclist when turning, ban cell phone use while driving, 

and specifically protect all vulnerable road users. 

Evaluation/Planning 

 

Low hanging fruit and fast results 

 

 Adopt the Jefferson Parish Bicycle Master Plan that is 

currently being prepared. Ensure that there will be 

dedicated funding for the implementation of the plan.  

 

 Work with your mountain bike community to develop a 

plan for off-road access to increase opportunities for 

singletrack riding within the community 

 

 Expand your research on bicycle usage to more 

efficiently distribute resources according to demand.  

Conduct yearly counts at multiple locations across the 

Parish using automated and manual counters in 

partnership with advocacy organizations.  

 

 Routinely conduct pre/post evaluations of bicycle-

related projects in order to study the change in use, car 

speed and crash numbers. This data will be valuable to 

build public and political support for future bicycle-

related projects. 

 

 Adopt a target level of bicycle use (e.g. percent of trips) 

to be achieved within a specific timeframe, and ensure 

data collection necessary to monitor progress. 

 

 Consider measuring the Bicycle Level of Service (BLOS) 

on community roads and at intersections, to  be able to 

http://transportation.stanford.edu/alt_transportation/BikeSafetyEd.shtml#helmet
http://www.imba.com/resources/trail_building/index.html
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identify the most appropriate routes for inclusion in the 

community bicycle network, determine weak links and 

hazards, prioritize sites needing improvement, and 

evaluate alternate treatments for improving bike-

friendliness of a roadway or intersection: 

http://www.bikelib.org/bike-planning/bicycle-level-of-

service/ (roads) and 

http://www.bicyclinginfo.org/library/details.cfm?id=44

25 (intersections).  

 

 Implement a community-wide trip reduction program or 

ordinance. See good examples here. 

 

 Consider individualized marketing to identify and 

support current and potential bike commuters in your 

community. See what Bellingham, WA is doing: 

https://www.whatcomsmarttrips.org/login.aspx   

 

 Consider conducting an economic impact study on 

bicycling in your community. Read about what Portland, 

OR has done. 

 

 Establish a mechanism that ensures that bicycle 

facilities and programs are implemented in traditionally 

underserved neighborhoods.  

 

For more ideas and best practices please visit the 

Bicycle Friendly Community Resource Page. 

 

 

http://www.bikelib.org/bike-planning/bicycle-level-of-service/
http://www.bikelib.org/bike-planning/bicycle-level-of-service/
http://www.bicyclinginfo.org/library/details.cfm?id=4425
http://www.bicyclinginfo.org/library/details.cfm?id=4425
http://www.portlandonline.com/transportation/index.cfm?c=43801
http://www.altaplanning.com/App_Content/files/fp_docs/2008%20Portland%20Bicycle-Related%20Economy%20Report.pdf
http://www.bikeleague.org/programs/bicyclefriendlyamerica/communities/Technical%20Assistance.php
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INTRODUCTION
This technical handbook is intended to assist Jefferson Parish, in the selection and design of bicycle facilities. The following 
chapters pull together best practices by facility type from public agencies and municipalities nationwide, and reflect existing 
standards of Jefferson Parish and the Louisiana Department of Transportation and Development (DOTD). Within the design 
chapters, treatments are covered within a single sheet tabular format relaying important design information and discussion, 
example photos, schematics (if applicable), and existing summary guidance from current or upcoming draft standards. Existing, 
state, local, and national standards are referenced throughout and should be the first source of information when seeking to 
implement any of the treatments featured here.  

GUIDING PRINCIPLES
The following guiding principles are consistent with the vision and goals of the Jefferson Parish Bicycle Master Plan:

 
yy Theybicyclingyenvironmentyshouldybeysafe.yAll bicycling routes should be physically safe and perceived as safe by all 

users. Safe means minimal conflicts with external factors, such as noise, motor–vehicular traffic and protruding physical 
elements. Safe also means routes are clear and well marked with appropriate pavement markings and directional 
signage.

yy Theybicycleynetworkyshouldybeyaccessible. Shared–use paths, bike routes on–street bikeways, and crosswalks should 
permit the mobility of cyclists of all ages and abilities. The bicycle network should employ principles of universal design. 
Bicyclists have a range of skill levels, and facilities should be designed with a goal of providing for inexperienced/
recreational bicyclists (especially children and seniors) to the greatest extent possible. 

yy Bicycleynetworkyimprovementsyshouldybeyeconomical. Bicycle improvements should achieve the maximum benefit 
for their cost, including initial cost and maintenance cost, as well as a reduced reliance on more expensive modes of 
transportation. Where possible, improvements in the right–of–way should stimulate economic development, and 
reinforce and connect with adjacent private improvements. 

yy Theybicycleynetworkyshouldyconnectytoyplacesypeopleywantytoygo. The bicycle network should provide continuous 
direct routes and convenient connections between destinations such as homes, schools, shopping areas, public services, 
recreational opportunities and transit. A complete network of on-street bicycling facilities should connect seamlessly to 
existing and proposed multi-use trails to complete recreational and commuting routes.

yy Theybicyclingyenvironmentyshouldybeyclearyandyeasyytoyuse. Shared–use paths, bikeways, and crossings should allow 
all people to easily find a relatively direct route to a destination with minimal delays. All public roads are legal for the 
use of pedestrians and bicyclists (except freeways, from which each is prohibited unless a separate facility on that right 
of way is provided). This means that most streets are bicycle facilities and should be designed, marked and maintained 
accordingly.

yy Theybicyclingyenvironmentyshouldybeyattractiveyandyenhanceycommunityylivability. Good design should integrate 
with and support the development of complementary uses and should encourage preservation and construction of 
art, landscaping and other items that add value to communities. These components might include open spaces such as 
plazas, courtyards and squares, and amenities like street furniture, banners, art, plantings and special paving. These along 
with historical elements and cultural references, should promote a sense of place. 

yy Designyguidelinesyareyflexibleyandyshouldybeyappliedyusingyprofessionalyjudgment. This document references 
specific local, state and national guidelines for bicycle facility design, as well as a number of design treatments not 
specifically covered under current guidelines. Statutory and regulatory guidance may change. For this reason, the 
guidance and recommendations in this document function to complement other resources considered during a design 
process, and in all cases sound engineering judgment should be used.  
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NATIONAL STANDARDS

The Federal Highway Administration’syManual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD) defines the standards used by road 
managers nationwide to install and maintain traffic control devices on all streets, highways, bikeways, and private roads open to 
public traffic. The MUTCD is the primary source for guidance on lane striping requirements,  signal warrants, and recommended 
signage and pavement markings.

To further clarify the MUTCD, the FHWA created a table of contemporary bicycle facilities that lists various bicycle-related signs, 
markings, signals, and other treatments and identifies their official status (e.g., can be implemented, currently experimental).  See 
Bicycle Facilities and the Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices.1

Bikeway treatments not explicitly covered by the MUTCD are often subject to experiments, interpretations and official rulings by 
the FHWA. The MUTCD Official Rulings is a resource that allows website visitors to obtain information about these supplementary 
materials. Copies of various documents (such as incoming request letters, response letters from the FHWA, progress reports, and 
final reports) are available on this website.2

American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO) Guide for the Development of Bicycle Facilities, 
updated in June 2012 provides guidance on dimensions, use, and layout of specific bicycle facilities. The standards and guidelines 
presented by AASHTO provide basic information, such as minimum sidewalk widths, bicycle lane dimensions,  detailed striping 
requirements and recommended signage and pavement markings.  

The National Association of City Transportation Officials’ (NACTO) 2012 Urban Bikeway Design Guide3 is the newest publication 
of nationally recognized bikeway design standards, and offers guidance on the current state of the practice designs. The NACTO 
Urban Bikeway Design Guide is based on current practices in the best cycling cities in the world. The intent of the guide is to offer 
substantive guidance for cities seeking to improve bicycle transportation in places where competing demands for the use of the 
right of way present unique challenges. All of the NACTO Urban Bikeway Design Guide treatments are in use internationally and in 
many cities around the US.

Meeting the requirements of the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) is an important part of any bicycle and pedestrian facility 
project. The United States Access Board’s proposed Public Rights-of-Way Accessibility Guidelines4 (PROWAG) and the 2010 ADA 
Standards for Accessible Design5 (2010 Standards) contain standards and guidance for the construction of accessible facilities. 
This includes requirements for development of accessible shared use pathways.

Some of the treatments that follow are not directly referenced in the current versions of the AASHTO Guide or the MUTCD, 
although many of the elements of these treatments are found within these documents. In all cases, engineering judgment is 
recommended to ensure that the application makes sense for the context of each treatment, given the many complexities of 
urban streets.

1 FHWA, Bicycle Facilities and the Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices. 2011
 http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/environment/bikeped/mutcd_bike.htm
2 FHWA, MUTCD Official Rulings. http://mutcd.fhwa.dot.gov/orsearch.asp
3 NACTO, Urban Bikeway Design Guide. 2012
4 United States Access Board, Public Rights-of-Way Accessibility Guidelines. 1999 
5 United States Department of Justice, 2010 ADA Standards for Accessible Design. 2010
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LOCAL STANDARDS
The Louisiana Department of Transportation and Development (DOTD)  considers pedestrian and bicycle facilities valuable 
components of the transportation network.  To ensure the highest standard of care for all users the department follows the 
guidelines for bicycle and pedestrian facilities design  from the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA), the American Association 
of State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO), and local standards listed below: 

 y The main document for roadway design is the DOTD Roadway Design Manual. This manual presents the policies and 
procedures for development of roadway construction plans, and it is intended to complement other more detailed local 
resources listed therein. www.dotd.la.gov/highways/project_devel/design/road_design/documents.aspx

 y TheyDOTD yEngineering Directives And Standards Manual (EDSM), provides DOTD policy guidance in the decision 
aspects of planning and engineering design. http://webmail.dotd.la.gov/ppmemos.nsf.  The following standards are 
relevant for bicycle facilities design:

 - EDSM II.2.1.10 - Requirements for Construction of Bicycle and Pedestrian Facilities

 - EDSM II.2.1.14 - Bicycle and Pedestrian Facilities

 y TheyDOTD  Traffic Engineering Manual is intended to complement the MUTCD by clarifying the DOTD policy about the 
study and installation of traffic control devices. http://www.dotd.la.gov/highways/traffic/

 

 

 

 

 y The Jefferson Parish Code of Ordinances Section 29, titles 89 through 91, restrict pedestrian and bicycle access to 
the following facilities: the Lapalco Bridge on Lapalco Boulevard crossing the Harvey Canal and Bayou Segnette, the 
Causeway Boulevard Overpass crossing over Veterans Boulevard, and the Causeway Boulevard overpass crossing over 

I-10.

ADDITIONAL REFERENCES
In addition to the previously described national standards, the basic bicycle and pedestrian design principals outlined in this 
chapter are derived from the documents listed below. Many of these documents are available online and provide a wealth of 
public information and resources. 

AdditionalyUSyFederalyGuidelinesy
 y AASHTO, AASHTO Policy on Geometric Design of Streets and Highways. 2001 www.transportation.org 

 y United States Access Board, Public Rights-of-Way Accessibility Guidelines (PROWAG). 2007                                                         
http://www.access-board.gov/PROWAC/alterations/guide.htm 

 y United States Department of Justice, 2010 ADA Standards for Accessible Design. 2010      
http://www.ada.gov/2010ADAstandards_index.htm

BestyPracticeyDocumentsy
 y Alta Planning + Design and the Initiative for Bicycle & Pedestrian Innovation (IBPI), Fundamentals of Bicycle Boulevard 

Planning & Design. 2009 http://www.ibpi.usp.pdx.edu/media/BicycleBoulevardGuidebook.pdf 

 y Alta Planning + Design, Cycle Tracks: Lessons Learned. 2009          
http://www.altaplanning.com/App_Content/files/pres_stud_docs/Cycle%20Track%20lessons%20learned.pdf 

 y Association of Pedestrian and Bicycle Professionals (APBP), Bicycle Parking Design Guidelines, 2nd Edition. 2010

DOTDyCompleteyStreetsyDocument

Seeks to advance the improvement of bicycle and pedestrian accommodations that do not require right–of–way 
acquisition, utility relocation, or major construction by retrofitting exiting roadways through narrowing lanes, restriping 
and other means of providing improved bicycle and pedestrian access.
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 y City of Portland Bureau of Transportation, Portland Bicycle Master Plan for 2030. 2010      
http://www.portlandonline.com/transportation/index.cfm?c=44597 

 y FHWA, BIKESAFE: Bicycle Countermeasure Selection System. 2005 http://www.bicyclinginfo.org/bikesafe/index.cfm

 y FHWA, Report HRT-04-100, Safety Effects of Marked Versus Unmarked Crosswalks at Uncontrolled Locations. 2005   
http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/publications/research/safety/04100/ 

 y FHWA, Designing Sidewalks and Trails for Access. 2001 http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/environment/sidewalk2/contents.htm 

 y King, Michael, for the Pedestrian and Bicycle Information Center, Bicycle Facility Selection: A Comparison of Approaches. 
2002 http://www.hsrc.unc.edu/pdf/2002/BicycleFacilitySelectionMKingetal2002.pdf

 y Oregon Department of Transportation, Oregon Bicycle and Pedestrian Design Guide. 2012     
http://www.oregon.gov/ODOT/HWY/BIKEPED/planproc.shtml 

 y Rosales, Jennifer, Road Diet Handbook: Setting Trends for Livable Streets. 2006
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SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS
TYPES OF BICYCLISTS
It is important to consider bicyclists of all skill levels when creating a bicycle plan or project. Bicyclist skill level greatly influences 
expected speeds and behavior, both in separated bikeways and on shared roadways. Bicycle infrastructure should accommodate 
as many user types as possible, with decisions for separate or parallel facilities based on providing a comfortable experience for the 
greatest number of people.

The bicycle planning and engineering professions currently use several systems to classify the population, which can assist in 
understanding the characteristics and infrastructure preferences of different bicyclists. The most conventional framework classifies the 
“design cyclist” as Advanced, Basic, or Child1. A more detailed understanding of the US population as a whole is illustrated in the figure 
below. Developed by planners in Portland, OR2 and supported by data collected nationally since 2005,  this classification provides 
the following alternative categories to address  varying attitudes towards bicycling in the US. Although a scientific poll has not been 
conducted to categorize comfort levels of in Jefferson Parish, the demographic profile of the community and anectodal evidence 
suggests that this categorization is also applicable to Jefferson Parish.

yy StrongyandyFearless (approximately 1% of 
population) – Characterized by bicyclists 
that will typically ride anywhere regardless 
of roadway conditions or weather. These 
bicyclists can ride faster than other user 
types, prefer direct routes and will typically 
choose roadway connections — even if 
shared with vehicles — over separate bicycle 
facilities such as shared use paths. 

yy EnthusedyandyConfident (5-10% of 
population) - This user group encompasses 
bicyclists who are fairly comfortable riding 
on all types of bikeways but usually choose 
low traffic streets or shared use paths when 
available. These bicyclists may deviate from 
a more direct route in favor of a preferred 
facility type. This group includes all kinds of 
bicyclists such as commuters, recreationalists, 
racers and utilitarian bicyclists.

yy InterestedybutyConcerned (approximately 
60% of population) – This user type 
comprises the bulk of the cycling population 
and represents bicyclists who typically only 
ride a bicycle on low traffic streets or multi-
use trails under favorable weather conditions.  
These bicyclists perceive significant barriers 
to their increased use of cycling, specifically 
traffic and other safety issues. These people 
may become “Enthused & Confident” with 
encouragement, education and experience. 

yy NoyWay,yNoyHow (approximately 30% of 
population) – Persons in this category are not 
bicyclists, and perceive severe safety issues 
with riding in traffic. Some people in this 
group may eventually become more regular 
cyclists with time and education. A significant 
portion of these people will not ride a bicycle 
under any circumstances.

1 FHWA, Selecting Roadway Design Treatments to Accommodate Bicycles, Publication No. FHWA-RD-92-073. 1994 
2 Roger Geller, City of Portland Bureau of Transportation, Four Types of Cyclists. 2009 
 http://www.portlandonline.com/transportation/index.cfm?&a=237507
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Physical

Handlebar
1.25m

Eye Level
1.5m

Operating Envelope
2.5m

800mm

1.2m
Min Operating

1.5m
Preferred Operating

Typical Rider Height
2m

StandardyBicycleyRideryDimensions
Source:  AASHTO, Guide for the Development of Bicycle Facilities, 3rd Edition. 2012

Operating 
Envelope

8’ 4”

Eye Level
5’

Handlebar 
Height

3’8”

Preferred Operating Width 
5’

Minimum Operating Width 
4’

Physical Operating Width 
2’6”

DESIGN NEEDS OF BICYCLISTS
The purpose of this section is to provide the facility designer with an understanding of how bicyclists operate and how their 
bicycle influences that operation. Bicyclists, by nature, are much more affected by poor facility design, construction and 
maintenance practices than motor vehicle drivers. Bicyclists lack the protection from the elements and roadway hazards provided 
by an automobile’s structure and safety features. By understanding the unique characteristics and needs of bicyclists, a facility 
designer can provide quality facilities and minimize user risk.

BicycleyasyayDesignyVehicle

Similar to motor vehicles, bicyclists and their bicycles exist in a variety of sizes and configurations. These variations occur in the 
types of vehicle (such as a conventional bicycle, a recumbent bicycle or a tricycle), and behavioral characteristics (such as the 
comfort level of the bicyclist). The design of a bikeway should consider reasonably expected bicycle types on the facility and 
utilize the appropriate dimensions.

The figure below illustrates the operating space and physical dimensions of a typical adult bicyclist, which are the basis for typical 
facility design. Bicyclists require clear space to operate within a facility. This is why the minimum operating width is greater than 
the physical dimensions of the bicyclist.  Bicyclists prefer five feet or more operating width, although four feet may be minimally 
acceptable. 
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BicycleyasyDesignyVehicley-yDesignySpeedyExpectations

BicycleyasyDesignyVehicley-yTypicalyDimensions

*Tandem bicycles and bicyclists with trailers have typical 
speeds equal to or less than upright adult bicyclists.

Bicycley
Type Feature

Typicaly
Dimensions

UprightyAdulty
Bicyclist

Physical width 2 ft 6 in

Operating width 
(Minimum)

4 ft

Operating width 
(Preferred)

5 ft

Physical length 5 ft 10 in

Physical height of 
handlebars

3 ft 8 in

Operating height 8 ft 4 in

Eye height 5 ft

Vertical clearance to 
obstructions (tunnel 
height, lighting, etc)

10 ft

Approximate center of 
gravity

2 ft 9 in - 3 ft 
4 in

Recumbenty
Bicyclist

Physical length 8 ft

Eye height 3 ft 10 in

Tandemy
Bicyclisty

Physical length 8 ft

Bicyclistywithy
childytrailer

Physical length 10 ft

Physical width 2 ft 8 in

Bicycley
Type Feature

Typicaly
Speed

UprightyAdulty
Bicyclist

Paved level surfacing 15 mph

Crossing Intersections 10 mph

Downhill 30 mph

Uphill 5 -12 mph

Recumbenty
Bicyclist

Paved level surfacing 18 mph

yBicycleyasyDesignyVehicley-yTypicalyDimensions
Source:  AASHTO, Guide for the Development of Bicycle 
Facilities, 3rd Edition. 2012 *AASHTO does not provide 
typical dimensions for tricycles.

3’ 6”  2’ 8”

3’ 9”

8’

8’

5’ 10”

In addition to the design dimensions of a typical bicycle, there are many other commonly used pedal-driven cycles and 
accessories to consider when planning and designing bicycle facilities. The most common types include tandem bicycles, 
recumbent bicycles, and trailer accessories. The figure and table below summarize the typical dimensions for bicycle types.

DesignySpeedyExpectations

The expected speed that different types of bicyclists can maintain 
under various conditions also influences the design of facilities such 
as shared use paths. The table to the right provides typical bicyclist 
speeds for a variety of conditions.
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FACILITY SELECTION
This section includes: 

 y Bicycle Facility Selection Guidelines
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BICYCLE FACILITY SELECTION 
GUIDELINES

This section summarizes the bicycle facility selection typology 
developed for Jefferson Parish.  The specific facility type that 
should be provided depends on the surrounding environment 
(e.g. auto speed and volume, topography, and adjacent land 
use) and expected bicyclist needs (e.g. bicyclists commuting 
on a highway versus students riding to school on residential 
streets). 

FACILITY SELECTION GUIDELINES
There are no ‘hard and fast’ rules for determining the most 
appropriate type of bicycle facility for a particular location — 
roadway speeds, volumes, right-of-way width, presence of 
parking, adjacent land uses, and expected bicycle user types 
are all critical elements of this decision.   Additionally, most 
bicyclists prefer facilities separated from motor vehicle traffic 
or located on local roads with low motor vehicle traffic speeds 
and volumes.  Because off-street pathways are physically 
separated from the roadway, they are perceived as safe and 
attractive routes for bicyclists who prefer to avoid motor 
vehicle traffic.  Consistent use of treatments and application of 
bikeway facilities allow users to anticipate whether they would 
feel comfortable riding on a particular facility, and plan their 
trips accordingly. This section provides guidance on various 
factors that affect the type of facilities that should be provided.

Facility Continua illustrates the range of on-street bikeway 
facilities from least protected to most protected. The design 
details for each of the facilities found in the continua can be 
found in the ‘Facilities” section of this guide. 

The Facility Selection chart illustrates the appropriate facilities 
that may be considered at various speed/volumes thresholds

FacilityyContinua

85th-percentile speed (preferred), design speed, or posted speed (mph)
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The following continua illustrate the range of bicycle facilities applicable to various roadway environments, based on the 
roadway type and desired degree of separation. Engineeringyjudgment,ytrafficystudies,ypreviousymunicipalyplanningy
efforts,ycommunityyinputyandylocalycontextyshouldybeyusedytoyrefineycriteriaywhenydevelopingybicycleyfacilityy
recommendationsyforyayparticularystreet. In some corridors, it may be desirable to construct facilities to a higher level of 
treatment than those recommended in relevant planning documents in order to enhance user safety and comfort. In other 
cases, existing and/or future motor vehicle speeds and volumes may not justify the recommended level of separation, and a 
less intensive treatment may be acceptable. 

FacilityyContinua

Arterial/HighwayyBikewayyContinuumy(withoutycurbyandygutter)

Arterial/HighwayyBikewayyContinuumy(withycurbyandygutter)

CollectoryBikewayyContinuum

Shared Lane Marked Wide 
Curb Lane

Shoulder 
Bikeway

Wide Shoulder 
Bikeway

Cycle Track: 
protected with 

barrier

Shared Use Path

Conventional 
Bicycle Lane

Buffered 
Bicycle Lane

Cycle Track: 
protected with 

barrier

Cycle Track:        
curb separated

Marked Wide 
Curb Lane

Cycle Track:                
at-grade, protected 

with parking

Shared Lane Marked Wide 
Curb Lane

Conventional 
Bicycle Lane

Buffered 
Bicycle Lane

Wide Bicycle 
Lane

Least Protected Most Protected 
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Selecting the best bikeway facility type for a given roadway can be challenging, due to the range of factors that influence 
bicycle users’ comfort and safety. There is a significant impact on cycling comfort when the speed differential between 
bicyclists and motor vehicle traffic is high and motor vehicle traffic volumes are high. As a starting point to identify a preferred 
facility,  the chart below can be used to determine the recommended type of bikeway to be provided in particular roadway 
speed and volume situations. To use this chart, identify the daily traffic volume on the y -axis and travel speed on the x -axis for 
the existing or proposed roadway, and locate the facility types indicated by those key variables.

This chart by itself cannot fully represent the range of roadway complexities that can contribute to the optimal bikeway facility 
selection.  Rather, this chart should be used as a starting point for the selection of bicycle facilities. Some of the other factors 
(beyond speed and volume) that could affect facility selection include the percentage of heavy vehicles, transit service and 
frequency, the presence of on-street parking, intersection density, surrounding land use, and roadway sight distance.  They
transportationyplanneryorydesigner’syjudgmentyshouldybeyappliedytoyselectytheyfacilityythatywillyprovideytheygreatesty
amountyofyprotectionywithinytheyexistingyroadwayycontextyforytheyexpectedyuserygroup.

FacilityySelectionyChart

85th-percentile speed (preferred), design speed, or posted speed (mph)
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AdditionalyReferencesyandyGuidelines
The Facility Selection Chart was adopted from the following sources:

NACTO, Urban Bikeway Design Guide. 2012

Oregon Department of Transportation, Bicycle and Pedestrian Design Guide. 2011

Transport for London, London Cycling Design Standards, Chapter 4. 2005

Discussion
The TypesyofyBicyclistsyframework describes how bicyclists with different comfort and skill levels will prefer certain facility types. 
The Facility Selection Chart above identifies a range of acceptable facilities with varying levels of protection.  If your target bicycle 
type is the “Interested but Concerned” the facility offering the highest level of protection should be selected.

SeparatedyBikeway:
 y Cycle Track
 y Buffered Bike Lane
 y Wide Bike Lane/ Shoulder
 y Shared Used Path

SeparatedyBikeway:
 y Bike Lane
 y Shoulder

SharedyRoadway:
 y Bicycle Boulevard

SharedyRoadway
 y Shared Lane 

Marking
 y Bike Lane
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FACILITIES
This section includes: 

 y Shared Roadways

 y Separated Bikeways

 y Cycle Tracks

 y Greenways

 y Bicycle Support Facilities 
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SHARED ROADWAYS
On shared roadways, bicyclists and motor vehicles use 
the same roadway space. These facilities are typically 
used on roads with low speeds and traffic volumes, 
however they can be used on higher volume roads 
with wide outside lanes or shoulders. A motor vehicle 
driver will usually have to cross over into the adjacent 
travel lane to pass a bicyclist, unless a wide outside 
lane or shoulder is provided.

Shared roadways employ a large variety of treatments 
from simple signage and shared lane markings to 
more complex treatments including directional 
signage, traffic diverters, chicanes, chokers, and/or 
other traffic calming devices to reduce vehicle speeds 
or volumes. 

BICYCLE BOULEVARDS
Bicycle boulevards are a special class of shared 
roadways designed for a broad spectrum of bicyclists. 
They are low-volume local streets where motorists 
and bicyclists share the same travel lane. Treatments 
for bicycle boulevards are selected as necessary to 
create appropriate automobile volumes and speeds, 
and to provide safe crossing opportunities of busy 
streets.

SharedyRoadwaysywithyDiagonalyParking

MarkedySharedyRoadway

BicycleyBoulevards
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Guidance

• In constrained conditions, preferred placement is in 
the center of the travel lane to minimize wear and 
promote single file travel. 

• Minimum placement of SLM marking centerline is 
11 feet from edge of curb where on-street parking is 
present, 4 feet from edge of curb with no parking. If 
parking lane is wider than 7.5 feet, the SLM should be 
moved further out accordingly.

Description

A marked shared roadway is a general purpose travel 
lane marked with shared lane markings (SLM) used to 
encourage bicycle travel and proper positioning within 
the lane.

In constrained conditions, the SLMs are placed in the 
middle of the lane to discourage unsafe passing by motor 
vehicles. On a wide outside lane, the SLMs can be used to 
promote bicycle travel to the right of motor vehicles.  

In all conditions, SLMs should be placed outside of the 
door zone of parked cars.

AdditionalyReferencesyandyGuidelines
AASHTO, Guide for the Development of Bicycle Facilities. 2012 
FHWA, Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices. 2009
NACTO,  Urban Bikeway Design Guide. 2012

MaterialsyandyMaintenance

Placing SLMs between vehicle tire tracks will increase the 
life of the markings and minimize the long-term cost of the 
treatment.

Discussion
BikeyLanes should be considered on roadways with outside travel lanes wider than 15 feet, or where other lane narrowing or 
removal strategies may provide adequate road space. SLMs shall not be used on shoulders,  in designated BikeyLanes, or to 
designate BicycleyDetection at signalized intersections. (MUTCD 9C.07)

This configuration differs from a Bicycleyboulevardydue to a lack of traffic calming, wayfinding, and other enhancements 
designed to provide a higher level of comfort for a broad spectrum of users.

MarkedySharedyRoadway

MUTCD R4-11 
(optional)

When placed adjacent to parking, SLMs 
should be outside of  the “Door Zone”.

Minimum placement is 11’ from curb

Consider modifications to signal timing to induce a 
bicycle-friendly travel speed for all users

Placement in center of 
travel lane is preferred in 
constrained conditions

MUTCD D11-1 
(optional)

 : SHARED ROADWAYS
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SharedyRoadwayyAdjacentytoyDiagonalyParking

AdditionalyReferencesyandyGuidelines
There is no currently adopted Federal or State guidance for this 
treatment. 

MaterialsyandyMaintenance

Placing SLMs between vehicle tire tracks will increase the 
life of the markings and minimize the long-term cost of the 
treatment.

Discussion
Conventional front-in diagonal parking is not compatible or recommended in conjunction with high levels of bicycle traffic 
as drivers backing out of conventional diagonal parking have poor visibility of approaching bicyclists.

While there may be a learning curve for some drivers, using back-in diagonal parking is typically an easier maneuver than 
conventional parallel parking.

Guidance

• In constrained conditions, preferred placement is in 
the center of the travel lane to minimize wear and 
promote single file travel.

• Minimum placement of SLM marking centerline is 4 
feet from the edge of parking lines.

Description

In certain areas with high parking demand such as urban 
commercial areas, diagonal parking can be used to 
increase parking supply. 

Back-in diagonal parking improves sight distance between 
drivers and bicyclists when compared to conventional 
head-in diagonal parking. Back-in diagonal parking 
provides additional benefits to vehicles including loading 
and unloading of the trunk at the curb rather than in the 
street, passengers (including children) are directed by 
open doors towards the curb; there is also no door conflict 
with bicyclists. 

MUTCD R4-11 
(optional)

4’ minimum 
from edge of 
parking lines
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BicycleyBoulevards
Guidance

• Signs and pavement markings are the minimum 
treatments necessary to designate a street as a bicycle 
boulevard. 

• Bicycle boulevards should have a maximum posted 
speed of 25 mph.  Use traffic calming to maintain an 
85th percentile speed below 22 mph.

• Implement volume control treatments based on the 
context of the bicycle boulevard, using engineering 
judgment. Target motor vehicle volumes range from 
1,000 to 3,000 vehicles per day.

• Intersection crossings should be designed to enhance 
safety and minimize delay for bicyclists.

MaterialsyandyMaintenance

Vegetation should be regularly trimmed to  maintain 
visibility and attractiveness.

Discussion
Bicycle boulevard retrofits to local streets are typically located on streets without existing signalized accommodation at crossings 
of collector and arterial roadways. Without treatments for bicyclists, these intersections can become major barriers along the 
bicycle boulevard and compromise safety. 

Traffic calming can deter motorists from driving on a street. Anticipate and monitor vehicle volumes on adjacent streets to 
determine whether traffic calming results in inappropriate volumes. Traffic calming can be implemented on a trial basis.

AdditionalyReferencesyandyGuidelines
Alta Planning + Design and IBPI, Bicycle Boulevard Planning and Design 
Handbook. 2009
FHWA. BikeSafe, Bicycle Countermeasure Selection System. 2005

Ewing, Reid, Traffic Calming: State of the Practice. 1999

Ewing, Reid and Brown, Steven, U.S. Traffic Calming Manual. 2009

CurbyExtensions shorten 
pedestrian crossing 
distance.

SignsyandyPavementyMarkings 
identify the street as a bicycle 
priority route.

SpeedyHumps 
manage driver 
speed.

EnhancedyCrossings 
use signals, beacons, 
and road geometry to 
increase safety at major 
intersections.

PartialyClosures and other 
volume management tools 
limit the number of cars 
traveling on the bicycle 
boulevard.

MiniyTrafficyCircles slow 
drivers in advance of 
intersections.

Description

Bicycle Boulevards are low–volume, low–speed 
streets modified to enhance bicyclist comfort by using 
treatments such as signage, pavement markings, traffic 
calming and/or traffic reduction, and intersection 
modifications. These treatments allow through 
movements of bicyclists while discouraging similar 
through–trips by non-local motorized traffic. 

 : SHARED ROADWAYS
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Designated exclusively for bicycle travel, separated 
bikeways are segregated from vehicle travel lanes by 
striping, and can include pavement stencils and other 
treatments. Separated bikeways are most appropriate 
on arterial and collector streets where higher traffic 
volumes and speeds warrant greater separation.

Separated bikeways can increase safety and promote 
proper riding by:

• Defining road space for bicyclists and motorists, 
reducing the possibility that motorists will stray 
into the bicyclists’ path

• Discouraging bicyclists from riding on the 
sidewalk

• Reducing the incidence of wrong way riding

• Reminding motorists that bicyclists have a right 
to the road

ConventionalyBicycleyLanes

BufferedyBikeyLanes

SEPARATED BIKEWAYS

ColoredyBikeways

Contra-FlowyBikeyLanes

ShoulderyBikeways
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ShoulderyBikeways

MaterialsyandyMaintenance

Shoulder bikeways should be clear of trash and debris 
through routine maintenance operations.

Discussion
A wide outside lane may be sufficient accommodation for bicyclists on streets with insufficient width for bike lanes but which do 
have space available to provide a wider (14’-16’) outside travel lane. Consider configuring as a markedysharedyroadway in these 
locations.  Where feasible, roadwayywidening should be performed with pavement resurfacing jobs, but not exceeding desirable 
bike lane widths.

AdditionalyReferencesyandyGuidelines
AASHTO, Guide for the Development of Bicycle Facilities. 2012 
FHWA, Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices. 2009
DOTD, Engineering Directives And Standards Manual (EDSM), No: II.2.1.14. 
2009

Description

Typically found in less-dense areas, shoulder bikeways 
are paved roadways with striped shoulders (4’+) wide 
enough for bicycle travel.  Shoulder bikeways often, but 
not always, include signage alerting motorists to expect 
bicycle travel along the roadway. Shoulder bikeways 
should be considered a temporary treatment, with full 
bike lanes planned for construction when the roadway is 
widened or completed with curb and gutter. This type of 
treatment is not typical in urban areas and should only be 
used where constraints exist.

Guidance

• Per EDSM No: II.2.1.14, the minimum desirable paved 
shoulder width for a bicycle friendly highway is 4 feet.

• If 4 feet or more is available for bicycle travel, the full 
bike lane treatment of signs, legends, and an 8” bike 
lane line would be provided. 

• If it is not possible to meet minimum bicycle lane 
dimensions, a reduced width paved shoulder can 
still improve conditions for bicyclists on constrained 
roadways. In these situations, a minimum of 3 feet of 
operating space should be provided.

MUTCD D11-1 
(optional)

3’ minimum 
width

MUTCD R3-17
(optional)

 : SEPARATED BIKEWAYS
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BikeyLane

6” white line

3’ minimum ridable 
surface outside of 
gutter seam

Guidance

• 4 foot minimum when no curb and gutter is present. 

• 5 foot minimum when adjacent to curb and gutter or 
3 feet more than the gutter pan width if the gutter 
pan is wider than 2 feet.

• 14.5 foot preferred from curb face to edge of bike 
lane. (12 foot minimum).

• 7 foot maximum width for use adjacent to arterials 
with high travel speeds. Greater widths may 
encourage motor vehicle use of bike lane. 

Description

Bike lanes designate an exclusive space for bicyclists 
through the use of pavement markings and signage. The 
bike lane is located adjacent to motor vehicle travel lanes 
and is used in the same direction as motor vehicle traffic. 
Bike lanes are typically on the right side of the street, 
between the adjacent travel lane and curb, road edge or 
parking lane.  

Many bicyclists, particularly less experienced riders, are 
more comfortable riding on a busy street if it has a striped 
and signed bikeway than if they are expected to share a 
lane with vehicles.

MaterialsyandyMaintenance

Because the effectiveness of markings depends entirely 
on their visibility, maintaining markings should be a high 
priority. 

Discussion
Wider bicycle lanes are desirable in certain situations such as on higher speed arterials (45 mph+) where use of a wider bicycle 
lane would increase separation between passing vehicles and bicyclists. Appropriate signing and stenciling is important with 
wide bicycle lanes to ensure motorists do not mistake the lane for a vehicle lane or parking lane. Consider BufferedyBicycleyLanes 
when further separation is desired.

AdditionalyReferencesyandyGuidelines
AASHTO, Guide for the Development of Bicycle Facilities. 2012              
FHWA, Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices. 2009
NACTO, Urban Bikeway Design Guide. 2012

MUTCD R3-17 
(optional)

4” white line or 
parking “Ts”

14.5’ preferred
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Guidance

• 12 foot minimum from curb face to edge of bike lane.

• 14.5 foot preferred from curb face to edge of bike 
lane.

• 7 foot maximum for marked width of bike lane. 
Greater widths may encourage vehicle loading in bike 
lane. See bufferedybicycleylanesywhen a wider facility 
is desired.

Description

Bike lanes designate an exclusive space for bicyclists 
through the use of pavement markings and signage. The 
bike lane is located adjacent to motor vehicle travel lanes 
and is used in the same direction as motor vehicle traffic. 
Bike lanes are typically on the right side of the street, 
between the adjacent travel lane and curb, road edge or 
parking lane.  

Many bicyclists, particularly less experienced riders, are 
more comfortable riding on a busy street if it has a striped 
and signed bikeway than if they are expected to share a 
lane with vehicles.

AdditionalyReferencesyandyGuidelines
AASHTO,  Guide for the Development of Bicycle Facilities. 2012
FHWA, Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices. 2009
NACTO, Urban Bikeway Design Guide. 2012

MaterialsyandyMaintenance

Because the effectiveness of markings depends entirely 
on their visibility, maintaining marking should be a high 
priority.

Discussion
Bike lanes adjacent to on-street parallel parking require special treatment in order to avoid crashes caused by an open vehicle 
door. The bike lane should have sufficient width to allow bicyclists to stay out of the door zone while not encroaching into the 
adjacent vehicular lane. Parking stall markings, such as parking “Ts” and double white lines create a parking side buffer that 
encourages bicyclists to ride farther away from the door zone. 

MUTCD R3-17 
(optional)

6-8” white line

4” white line or 
parking “Ts”

BikeyLaneyAdjacentytoyOn-StreetyParallelyParking

A marked separation can 
reduce door zone riding. See 
BufferedyBikeyLanes

 : SEPARATED BIKEWAYS
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Contra-flowyBikeyLaneyonyOne-wayyStreet

May be paired with shared lane 
markings on vehicular side in 
constrained conditions

Modifications will be 
necessary to existing 
traffic signals

Guidance

• The contra–flow bike lane should be 5-7 feet wide 
and marked with a solid double yellow line and 
appropriate signage. Bike lane markings should be 
clearly visible to ensure that the contra–flow lane 
is exclusively for bicycles. Coloration should be 
considered in the bike lane. 

• Signage specifically allowing bicycles at the entrance 
of the contra flow lane is recommended.

MaterialsyandyMaintenance

Because the effectiveness of markings depends entirely 
on their visibility, maintaining marking should be a high 
priority.

Discussion

Because of the opposing direction of travel, contra–flow bike lanes increase the speed differential between bicyclists and 
motor vehicles in the adjacent travel lane. If space permits consider a bufferedybikeylaneyor cycleytrack configuration to 
provide additional separation.

AdditionalyReferencesyandyGuidelines
AASHTO, Guide for the Development of Bicycle Facilities. 2012
FHWA, Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices. 2009
NACTO, Urban Bikeway Design Guide. 2012

Description

Contra–flow bike lanes provide bidirectional bicycle 
access on a roadway that is one–way for motor vehicle 
traffic. This treatment can provide direct access and 
connectivity for bicyclists and reducing travel distances.  
Contra–flow bike lanes can also be used to convert two–
way motor vehicle traffic to one-way to reduce traffic 
volumes where desired.

Signage should be placed to permit 
exclusive bicycle travel in contra- flow 
direction

5-7’  width
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BufferedyBikeyLane

Parking side buffer designed to 
discourage riding in the “door zone”

Guidance

• Where bicyclist volumes are high or where bicyclist 
speed differentials are significant, the desired bicycle 
travel area width is 7 feet.

• Buffers should be at least 2 feet wide. If 3 feet or 
wider, mark with diagonal or chevron hatching.  For 
clarity at driveways or minor street crossings, consider 
a dotted line for the inside buffer boundary where 
cars are expected to cross.

MaterialsyandyMaintenance

Because the effectiveness of markings depends entirely 
on their visibility, maintaining marking should be a high 
priority.

Discussion

Frequency of right turns by motor vehicles at major intersections should determine whether continuous or truncated buffer 
striping should be used approaching the intersection. Commonly configured as a buffer between the bicycle lane and 
motor vehicle travel lane, a parking side buffer may also be provided to help bicyclists avoid the ‘door zone’ of parked cars.

AdditionalyReferencesyandyGuidelines
AASHTO, Guide for the Development of Bicycle Facilities. 2012
FHWA, Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (3D-01). 2009
NACTO, Urban Bikeway Design Guide. 2012

Description

Buffered bike lanes are conventional bicycle lanes paired 
with a designated buffer space, separating the bicycle 
lane from the adjacent motor vehicle travel lane and/
or parking lane. Buffered bike lanes are allowed as per 
MUTCD guidelines for buffered preferential lanes (section 
3D-01).

Buffered bike lanes are designed to increase the space 
between the bike lane and the travel lane or parked cars. 
This treatment is appropriate for bike lanes on roadways 
with high motor vehicle traffic volumes and speed, 
adjacent to parking lanes, or a high volume of truck or 
oversized vehicle traffic. 

Color may be used at the beginning of 
each block to discourage motorists from 
entering the buffered lane

MUTCD R3-17
(optional)

 : SEPARATED BIKEWAYS
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ColoredyBikeways

Color may be used on a markedy
sharedyroadway to further clarify 
bicycle positioning

Apply within the full 
width of the bicycle 
lane

Guidance

The color green has been given interim approval by the 
Federal Highways Administration in March of 2011. See 
interim approval IA-14 for specific color standards.

The colored surface should be skid resistant and retro–
reflective.

MaterialsyandyMaintenance

Because the effectiveness of markings depends entirely 
on their visibility, maintaining marking should be a high 
priority.

Discussion

Colored pavement is also used to identify potential areas of conflict, and reinforces priority to bicyclists in these conflict 
areas. See ColoredyBikeyLanesyinyConflictyAreas on page 45 of this report for more guidance.

AdditionalyReferencesyandyGuidelines
FHWA, Interim Approval (IA-14) has been granted. Requests to use 
green colored pavement need to comply with the provisions of 
Paragraphs 14 through 22 of Section 1A.10. 2011 
NACTO, Urban Bikeway Design Guide. 2012

Description

Colored pavement within a bicycle lane increases the 
visibility of the bicycle facility. Use of color is appropriate 
for use in areas with pressure for illegal parking, frequent 
encroachment of motor vehicles, clarify conflict areas, and 
along enhanced facilities such as contra–flowybicycleylanes 
and cycleytracks. 

Color has also been used in conjunction with shared lane 
markings to create a “lane within a lane” to further clarify 
proper bicyclist positioning on shared roadway streets.

When applied along full corridors, driveway and intersection 
areas should be identified though the absence of color, or 
the use of an alternate marking pattern to identify potential 
conflict areas. 
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A cycle track is an exclusive bike facility that combines 
the user experience of a separated path with the on–
street infrastructure of a conventional bike lane. A cycle 
track is physically separated from motor traffic and 
distinct from the sidewalk. Cycle tracks have different 
forms but all share common elements–they provide 
space that is intended to be exclusively or primarily 
used by bicycles, and are separated from motor vehicle 
travel lanes, parking lanes, and sidewalks. In situations 
where on-street parking is allowed, cycle tracks are 
located to the curb–side of the parking (in contrast to 
bike lanes).

Cycle tracks may be one–way or two–way, and may be 
at street level, sidewalk level or at an intermediate level. 
If at sidewalk level, a curb or median separates them 
from motor traffic, while different pavement color/
texture separates the cycle track from the sidewalk. If at 
street level, they can be separated from motor traffic by 
raised medians, on–street parking or bollards. 

A two–way cycle track is desirable when more 
destinations are on one side of a street (therefore 
preventing additional crossings), if the facility connects 
to a path or other bicycle facility on one side of the 
street, or if there is not enough room for a cycle track on 
both sides of the road.

By separating bicyclists from motor traffic, cycle tracks 
can offer a higher level of comfort than bike lanes and 
are attractive to a wider spectrum of the public.

Shared Use Paths are facilities separated from roadways 
for use by bicyclists and pedestrians. 

Intersections and approaches must be carefully 
designed to promote safety and facilitate left–turns 
from the right side of the street. See separatedy
bikewaysyatyintersectionsyon page 43 of this report for 
more information.

CYCLE TRACKS AND SHARED 
USE PATHS

OneyWayyCycleyTracks

Two-WayyCycleyTracks

MajoryStreetyCrossings

SharedyUseyPathsyalongyRoadways

 : CYCLE TRACKS 
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CycleyTrackySeparationyandyPlacement
Guidance

• Cycle tracks should ideally be placed along streets 
with long blocks and few driveways or mid–block 
access points for motor vehicles. Cycle tracks located 
on one–way streets have fewer potential conflict 
areas than those on two-way streets. 

• In situations where on–street parking is allowed, cycle 
tracks shall be located between the parking lane and 
the sidewalk (in contrast to bike lanes).

Description

Protection is provided through physical barriers and can 
include bollards, parking, a planter strip, an extruded curb, 
or on-street parking. Cycle tracks using these protection 
elements typically share the same elevation as adjacent 
travel lanes. 

Raised cycle tracks may be at the level of the adjacent 
sidewalk or set at an intermediate level between the 
roadway and sidewalk to separate the cycle track from the 
pedestrian area. 

MaterialsyandyMaintenance
Barrier separated and raised cycle tracks may require 
special equipment for street cleaning operations.

Discussion

Sidewalks or other pedestrian facilities should not be narrowed to accommodate the cycle track as pedestrians will likely 
walk on the cycle track if sidewalk capacity is reduced. Visual and physical cues (e.g., pavement markings & signage) should 
be used to make it clear where bicyclists and pedestrians should be travelling. If possible, separate the cycle track and 
pedestrian zone with a furnishing zone.

AdditionalyReferencesyandyGuidelines
NACTO, Urban Bikeway Design Guide. 2012

Cycle track can be 
raised or at street 
level

Openings in the barrier or curb are needed 
at intersections and driveways or other 
access points to allow vehicle crossing. 
Parking should be set back 30 feet from 
minor intersections or driveways to provide 
improved visibility for bicyclists.
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One-WayyCycleyTracks
Guidance

• 7 foot recommended minimum to allow passing. 

• 5 foot minimum width in constrained locations.

• When placed adjacent to parking, the parking buffer 
should be three feet wide to allow for passenger 
loading and to prevent door collisions.

• When placed adjacent to a travel lane, one-way raised 
cycle tracks may be configured with a mountable 
curb to allow entry and exit from the bicycle lane for 
passing other bicyclists or to access vehicular turn 
lanes. 

Description

One-way cycle tracks are physically separated from 
motor traffic and distinct from the sidewalk. Cycle tracks 
are either raised or at street level and use a variety of 
elements for physical protection from passing traffic.

MaterialsyandyMaintenance
Barrier separated and raised cycle tracks may require 
special equipment for street cleaning operations.

Discussion

Special consideration should be given at transit stops to manage bicycle and pedestrian interactions. Driveways and minor 
street crossings are unique challenges to cycle track design. Parking should be prohibited within 30 feet of the intersection 
to improve visibility. Color, yield markings and “Yield to Bikes” signage should be used to identify the conflict area and make 
it clear that the cycle track has priority over entering and exiting traffic. If configured as a raised cycle track, the crossing 
should be raised so that the sidewalk and cycle track maintain their elevation through the crossing.

AdditionalyReferencesyandyGuidelines
NACTO, Urban Bikeway Design Guide. 2012

Raised cycle track with a 
mountable curb.

Street level cycle track
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Two-WayyCycleyTracks
Guidance

• 12 foot recommended minimum for two-way facility

• 8 foot minimum in constrained locations

• When placed adjacent to parking, the parking buffer 
should be three feet wide to allow for passenger 
loading and to prevent door collisions.

Description

Two-way cycle tracks are physically separated cycle tracks 
that allow bicycle movement in both directions on one 
side of the road. Two-way cycle tracks share some of the 
same design characteristics as one-wayycycleytracks, but 
may require additional considerations at driveway and 
side-street crossings.

A two-way cycle track may be configured as a protected 
cycle track at street level with a parking lane or other 
barrier between the cycle track and the motor vehicle 
travel lane and/or as a raised cycle track to provide vertical 
separation from the adjacent motor vehicle lane. 

MaterialsyandyMaintenance
Barrier separated and raised cycle tracks may require 
special equipment for street cleaning operations.

Discussion
Two–way cycle tracks require a higher level of control at intersections to allow for a variety of turning movements. These 
movements should be guided by separated signals for bicycles and motor vehicles. Transitions into and out of two–way cycle 
tracks should be simple and easy to use to deter bicyclists from continuing to ride against the flow of traffic.

At driveways and minor intersections, bicyclists riding against roadway traffic in two-way cycle tracks may surprise pedestrians 
and drivers not expecting bidirectional travel.  Appropriate signage is recommended.

AdditionalyReferencesyandyGuidelines
NACTO, Urban Bikeway Design Guide. 2012

Two-way cycle tracks work best on 
one-way streets. Single direction motor 
vehicle travel minimizes potential conflict 
with bicyclists.
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MajoryStreetyCrossings

Guidance

• Drop cycle track buffer and transition to bike lane 16’ 
in advance of the intersection.

• Remove parking 16’ -50’ in advance of the buffer 
termination.

• Use a bikeybox or advanced stop line treatment to 
place bicyclists in front of traffic.

• Use coloredypavement markings through the conflict 
area.

• Provide for left-turning movements with two–stagey
turn boxes.

• Consider using a protected phase bicycleysignal to 
isolate conflicts between bicyclists and motor vehicle 
traffic.

• In constrained conditions with right turn only lanes, 
consider transitioning to a sharedybikeylane/turny
lane.

Description

Cycle tracks approaching major intersections must 
minimize and mitigate potential conflicts and provide 
connections to intersecting facility types.

Cycle track crossings of signalized intersections can also 
be accomplished through the use of a bicycle signal phase 
which reduces conflicts with motor vehicles by separating 
bicycle movements from any conflicting motor vehicle 
movements.

MaterialsyandyMaintenance

Because the effectiveness of marked crossings depends 
entirely on their visibility, maintaining marked crossings 
should be a high priority.

Discussion

Signalization utilizing a bicycle signal head can also be set to provide cycle track users a green phase in advance of vehicle 
phases. The length of the signal phase will depend on the width of the intersection. 

The same conflicts exist at non-signalized intersections. Warning signs, special markings and the removal of on-street 
parking in advance of the intersection can raise visibility and awareness of bicyclists.

AdditionalyReferencesyandyGuidelines
AASHTO, Guide for the Development of Bicycle Facilities. 2012
FHWA, Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices. 2009
NACTO,  Urban Bikeway Design Guide. 2012

Demand–only bicycle signals 
can be implemented to reduce 
vehicle delay and to prevent an 
empty signal phase from regularly 
occurring. 
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SharedyUseyPathsyAlongyRoadways

MaterialsyandyMaintenance

Asphalt is the most common surface for bicycle paths.  The 
use of concrete for paths has proven to be more durable 
over the long term. Saw–cut concrete joints (rather than 
troweled) improve the experience of path users.

Discussion

When designing a bikeway network, the presence of a nearby or parallel path should not be used as a reason to not provide 
adequate shoulder or bicycle lane width on the roadway, as the on–street bicycle facility is preferred over the “sidepath” by 
experienced bicyclists and those who are cycling for transportation purposes.  

AdditionalyReferencesyandyGuidelines
AASHTO, Guide for the Development of Bicycle Facilities. 2012
NACTO, Urban Bikeway Design Guide. 2012 (See entry on Raised Cycle 
Tracks.)

Description

A shared used path adjacent to a roadway provides for 
two way travel separated from motor vehicle traffic.

A shared use path allows for two–way, off–street bicycle 
use and also may be used by pedestrians, skaters, 
wheelchair users, runners and other non–motorized users. 
These facilities are frequently found in parks, along rivers, 
beaches, and in greenbelts or utility corridors where there 
are few conflicts with motorized vehicles. 

Along roadways, these facilities create a situation where a 
portion of the bicycle traffic rides against the normal flow 
of motor vehicle traffic and can result in wrong-way riding 
where bicyclists enter or leave the path.

The  AASHTO Guide for the Development of Bicycle Facilities 
provides guidance on the development of shared-use 
paths directly adjacent to roadways.  

Guidance

• 8 feet is the minimum allowed for a two–way 
bicycle path and is only recommended in low traffic 
situations.

• 10 feet is recommended in most situations and is 
 adequate for moderate to heavy use.

• 12 feet is recommended for heavy use situations with 
high concentrations of multiple users such as runners, 
bicyclists, rollerbladers and pedestrians. A separate 
track (5’ minimum) can be provided for pedestrian 
use.

Bicycleylanesyshould be provided as an alternate facility 
whenever possible.  

Pay special attention to the entrance/exit of the path 
as bicyclists may continue to travel on the wrong 
side of the street.

Crossings should 
be stop or yield 
controlled

W11-15, W16-9P 
in advance of 
cross street stop 
sign
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A greenway is a type of shared-use path that follows 
a linear corridor, such as the levee paths in Jefferson 
Parish. Greenways allow for two–way, off–street 
bicycle use and also may be used by pedestrians, 
skaters, wheelchair users, joggers and other non–
motorized users. These facilities are frequently found 
in parks, along rivers, beaches, and in greenbelts or 
utility corridors where there are few conflicts with 
motorized vehicles. Path facilities can also include 
amenities such as lighting, signage, and fencing 
(where appropriate).  

Key features of greenways include:

• Frequent access points from the local road 
network.

• Directional signs to direct users to and from the 
path.

• A limited number of at-grade crossings with 
streets or driveways.

• Terminating the path where it is easily accessible 
to and from the street system.

• Separate treads for pedestrians and bicyclists 
when heavy use is expected.

GREENWAYS

GeneralyDesignyPractices

TrailsyalongyWaterwayyCorridors
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GeneralyDesignyPractices

MaterialsyandyMaintenance

Asphalt is the most common surface for bicycle paths.  
The use of concrete for paths has proven to be more 
durable over the long term.  Saw cut concrete joints 
rather than troweled improve the experience of path 
users.

Discussion

The AASHTO Guide for the Development of Bicycle Facilities generally recommends against the development of sharedyusey
pathsyalongyroadways.  Also known as “sidepaths”, these facilities create a situation where a portion of the bicycle traffic rides 
against the normal flow of motor vehicle traffic and can result in wrong–way riding when either entering or exiting the path. 

AdditionalyReferencesyandyGuidelines
AASHTO, Guide for the Development of Bicycle Facilities. 2012      
FHWA, Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices. 2009
Flink, Chuck, Greenways: A Guide To Planning Design And Development. 
1993
Flink, Chuck, Trails for the Twenty-First Century. 2001

Description
Shared use paths can provide a desirable facility, particularly 
for recreation, and users of all skill levels preferring 
separation from traffic.  Bicycle paths should generally 
provide directional travel opportunities not provided by 
existing roadways.  

Guidance

Width

• 8 feet is the minimum allowed for a two–way bicycle 
path and is only recommended for low traffic situations.

• 10 feet is recommended in most situations and will be 
adequate for moderate to heavy use.

• 12 feet or more is recommended for heavy use situations 
with high concentrations of multiple users. A separate 
track (5’ minimum) can be provided for pedestrian use.

LateralyClearance

• A 2 foot or greater shoulder on both sides of the path 
should be provided. An additional foot of lateral 
clearance (total of 3’) is required by the MUTCD for the 
installation of signage or other furnishings.

• If bollards are used at intersections and access points, 
they should be colored brightly and/or supplemented 
with reflective materials to be visible at night.

OverheadyClearance

• Clearance to overhead obstructions should be 8 feet 
minimum, with 10 feet recommended.

Striping

• When striping is required, use a 4 inch dashed yellow 
centerline stripe with 4 inch solid white edge lines. 

• Solid centerlines can be provided on tight or blind 
corners, and on the approaches to roadway crossings.

Terminate the path where it is easily accessible 
to and from the street system, preferably at a 
controlled intersection or at the beginning of a 
dead-end street. 

8-12’ 
depending 
on usage
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GreenwaysyalongyWaterwayyCorridors

MaterialsyandyMaintenance
Asphalt is the most common surface for greenways  The use 
of concrete for paths has proven to be more durable over 
the long term. Saw cut concrete joints rather than troweled 
joints improve the experience of wheeled greenways users.

Discussion
Similar to railroads, public access to flood control channels or canals often necessitate additional features to make a greenway 
compatible with flood control or canal operations. Hazardous materials, deep water or swift current, steep, slippery slopes, and 
debris all constitute considerations that must be addressed for public access.  

AdditionalyReferencesyandyGuidelines
AASHTO, Guide for the Development of Bicycle Facilities. 2012          
FHWA, Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices. 2009
Flink, Chuck, Greenways: A Guide To Planning Design And Development. 
1993

Description

Utility and waterway corridors often offer excellent 
opportunities for greenway development and bikeway 
gap closure.  Utility corridors typically include powerline 
and sewer corridors, while waterway corridors may 
include canals, levees, drainage ditches, rivers, and 
beaches.  

Waterway corridors are often ideally suited for greenways 
and bikeways.  They are typically long and linear  in nature 
and can generally offer a continuous bikeway with few 

12’ vertical clearance

8’ -12 ‘  depending 
on usage

2’ 2’

conflicts with other transportation modes.  Waterway 
corridors often have the benefit of great views and are 
suitable for users of all ages and skill levels. 

The relatively clear, level surface of the top of a levee 
provides an ideal location for a greenway. Access to 
a trail on top of a levee would likely require ramps or 
boardwalk to provide Americans with Disabilities Act 
(ADA) compliance. Barriers such as water crossings, 
existing bridges and flood control infrastructure  may 
require modifications or additional structures to provide 
continuous access for the greenway. 
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Guidance
Greenways in utility corridors should meet or exceed 
currentybestydesignypractices, which are described on 
page 35 of this report. If space is available, wider paths and 
landscaping are desirable. However, landscaping could 
have a negative impact on the structural integrity of a 
levee and must be approved by managing agency.

WayfindingyandySignage

Any access point to the path should be well-defined with 
appropriate wayfinding signage designating the pathway 
as a greenway or bicycle facility and prohibiting motor 
vehicles.  Regulatory signage may also be needed along 
the path alignment. For instance, there are many existing 
conflicts with commercial driveways along the levee 
paths that present a safety issue. Regulatory signs should 
be placed at these conflict areas to alert greenway users 
to exercise caution when approaching the driveways. 
A sign displaying a commercial truck could serve as an 
appropriate sign treatment. Removable bollards, or gate 
features could also be installed, which would  allow non-
motorized access and would prevent motorized public use 
while preserving maintenance access. 

PathyClosure

A gate that can prevent any access to the facility should 
also be present in case of path closure, to prevent public 
access during the following events:

• Maintenance activities

• Inclement weather or the prediction of storm 
conditions

GreenwaysyalongyWaterwayyCorridorsy(Continued)
Ownership

The Levee system in the New Orleans district is managed 
by the US Army Corps of Engineers. Corps offices work in 
partnership with the Regional Planning Commission and 
local parishes to allow greenways/shared use paths on top 
of the levees through a formal request process. Greenway 
projects are typically done in conjunction with restoration 
projects to ensure that the levees are in good repair prior 
to the addition of new facilities.

DesignyConsiderations

• Meet or exceed US Army Corps of Engineers 
standards

• Use permeable surfacing where possible; where 
impermeable surfaces are required, grade towards 
infiltration strips

• Meet ADA standards to the maximum extent 
feasible

• 12’ minimum vertical clearance to permit passage of 
maintenance  and emergency vehicles
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BicycleyParking

Bicyclists expect a safe, convenient place to secure 
their bicycle when they reach their destination. This 
may be short-term parking of 2 hours or less, or long-
term parking for employees, students, residents, and 
commuters.

AccessytoyTransit

Safe and easy access to bicycle parking facilities is 
necessary to encourage commuters to access transit 
via bicycle. Providing bicycle access to transit and 
space for bicycles on buses and rail vehicles can 
increase the feasibility of transit in lower–density 
areas, where transit stops are beyond walking 
distance of many residences. People are often willing 
to walk only a quarter–to half–mile to a bus stop, 
while they might bike as much as two or more miles 
to reach a transit station.

BicycleyParking

BICYCLE SUPPORT 
FACILITIES

BicycleyAccessytoyTransit

 : BICYCLE SUPPORT FACILITIES
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BicycleyRacks
Guidance

• 2’ minimum from the curb face to avoid ‘dooring.’  

• Close to destinations; 50’ maximum distance from 
main building entrance. 

• Minimum clear distance of 6’ should be provided 
between the bicycle rack and the property line. 

• Should be highly visible from adjacent bicycle routes 
and pedestrian traffic. 

• Locate racks in areas that cyclists are most likely to 
travel.

MaterialsyandyMaintenance

Use of proper anchors will prevent vandalism and theft. 
Racks and anchors should be regularly inspected for 
damage. 

Discussion
Where the placement of racks on sidewalks is not possible (due to narrow sidewalk width, sidewalk obstructions, street trees, 
etc.), bicycleyparkingycan be provided in the street where on–street vehicle parking is allowed in the form of on–streetybicycley
corrals. Some types of bicycle racks may meet design criteria, but are discouraged except in limited situations. This includes 
undulating “wave” racks, schoolyard “wheel bender” racks,  and spiral racks.

AdditionalyReferencesyandyGuidelines
AASHTO, Guide for the Development of Bicycle Facilities. 2012
APBP, Bicycle Parking Guide, 2nd Edition. 2010

Description

Short–term bicycle parking is meant to accommodate 
visitors, customers, and others expected to depart 
within two hours. It should have an approved standard 
rack, appropriate location and placement, and weather 
protection. The Association for Pedestrian and Bicycle 
Professionals (APBP) recommends selecting a bicycle rack 
that:

• Supports the bicycle in at least two places, preventing 
it from falling over.

• Allows locking of the frame and one or both wheels 
with a U-lock.

• Is securely anchored to ground.

• Resists cutting, rusting and bending or deformation.

A loop may be attached to 
retired parking meter posts to 
formalize the meter as bicycle 
parking.

Avoid fire zones, loading 
zones, bus zones, etc.

D4-3 

Bicycle shelters consist of bicycle racks 
grouped together within structures with 
a roof that provides weather protection. 

4’ min

2’ min
3’ min
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On-StreetyBicycleyCorral
Guidance

See guidelines for sidewalk BicycleyRack placement and 
clear zones.

• Bicyclists should have an entrance width from the 
roadway of 5’ – 6’. 

• Can be used with parallel or angled parking.

• Parking stalls adjacent to curb extensions are good 
candidates for bicycle corrals since the concrete 
extension serves as delimitation on one side.

MaterialsyandyMaintenance
Physical barriers may obstruct drainage and collect debris. 
Establish a maintenance agreement with neighboring 
businesses. 

Discussion
In many communities, the installation of bicycle corrals is driven by requests from adjacent businesses, and is not a city-driven 
initiative. In such cases, the city does not remove motor vehicle parking unless it is explicitly requested. In other areas, the city 
provides the facility and business associations take responsibility for the maintenance of the facility. Communities can establish 
maintenance agreements with the requesting business. Bicycle corrals can be especially effective in areas with high bicycle 
parking demand or along street frontages with narrow sidewalks where parked bicycles would be detrimental to the pedestrian 
environment.

AdditionalyReferencesyandyGuidelines
APBP, Bicycle Parking Guide, 2nd Edition. 2010

Description

Bicycle corrals (also known as on-street bicycle parking) 
consist of bicycle racks grouped together in a common 
area within the street traditionally used for automobile 
parking. Bicycle corrals are reserved exclusively for bicycle 
parking and provide a relatively inexpensive solution 
to providing high-volume bicycle parking. Bicycle 
corrals can be implemented by converting one or two 
on-street motor vehicle parking spaces into on-street 
bicycle parking. Each motor vehicle parking space can be 
replaced with approximately 6-10 bicycle parking spaces. 

Bicycle corrals move bicycles off the sidewalks, leaving 
more space for pedestrians, sidewalk café tables, etc. 
Because bicycle parking does not block sightlines (as large 
motor vehicles would do), it may be possible to locate 
bicycle parking in ‘no-parking’ zones near intersections 
and crosswalks. 

Improved corner visibility

Bicycle pavement marking 
indicates maneuvering zone

Physical barrier to avoid 
accidental damage to 
bicycles or racks

Remove existing sidewalk 
bicycle racks to maximize 
pedestrian space

D4-3 
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BicycleyTransityAmenities

Guidance
Access

• Provide direct and convenient access to transit 
stations and stops from the bicycle and pedestrian 
networks.

• Provide maps at major stops and stations showing 
nearby bicycle routes. 

• Provide wayfinding signage and pavement markings 
from the bicycle network to transit stations.

• Ensure that connecting bikeways offer proper bicycle 
actuation and detection.

BicycleyParkingy

• The route from bicycle parking locations to station/
stop platforms should be well-lit and visible.

• Signing should note the location of bicycle parking, 
rules for use, and instructions as needed.

• Provide safe and secure long-term parking such as 
bicycle lockers at transit hubs.  Parking should be easy 
to use and well maintained. 

MaterialsyandyMaintenance

Regularly inspect the functioning of long-term parking 
moving parts and enclosures. Change keys and access 
codes periodically to prevent access to unapproved 
users.

Discussion
Providing bicycle routes to transit helps combine the long-distance coverage of bus  and rail travel with the door-to-door service 
of bicycle riding. Transit use can overcome large obstacles to bicycling, including distance, hills, riding on busy streets, night 
riding, inclement weather, and breakdowns.  High-visibility crosswalks and mid-block crossings are often appropriate treatments 
to provide safer bicycle and pedestrian access to bus stops, particularly at high-usage transit stops. If a bus stop is located mid-
block, adequate crossing treatments should be provided, based on the level of traffic on the roadway.  All transit riders will need to 
cross the street to access or leave the bus stop.

AdditionalyReferencesyandyGuidelines
AASHTO, Guide for the Development of Bicycle Facilities. 2012
APBP, Bicycle Parking Guide, 2nd Edition. 2010
FHWA, University Course on Bicycle and Pedestrian Transportation, 
Lesson 18: Bicycle and Pedestrian Connections to Transit. 2006

Description

Safe and easy access to transit stations and secure bicycle 
parking facilities is necessary to encourage commuters 
to access transit via bicycle. Bicycling to transit reduces 
the need to provide expensive and space consuming car 
parking spaces.

Many people who ride to a transit stop will want to bring 
their bicycle with them on the transit portion of their trip, 
so buses and other transit vehicles should be equipped 
accordingly.

Map of bicycle 
routes

Long-term bicycle 
parking

Bicycle rack
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Intersections are junctions at which different modes 
of transportation meet and facilities overlap.  An 
intersection facilitates the interchange between 
bicyclists, motorists, pedestrians and other modes 
in order to advance traffic flow in a safe and efficient 
manner. Designs for intersections with bicycle facilities 
should reduce conflict between bicyclists (and other 
vulnerable road users) and vehicles by heightening 
the level of visibility, denoting clear right-of-way and 
facilitating eye contact and awareness with other 
modes. Intersection treatments can improve both 
queuing and merging maneuvers for bicyclists, and are 
often coordinated with timed or specialized signals.

The configuration of a safe intersection for bicyclists 
may include elements such as color, signage, medians, 
signal detection and pavement markings. Intersection 
design should take into consideration existing 
and anticipated bicyclist, pedestrian and motorist 
movements. In all cases, the degree of mixing or 
separation between bicyclists and other modes is 
intended to reduce the risk of crashes and increase 
bicyclist comfort. The level of treatment required 
for bicyclists at an intersection will depend on the 
bicycle facility type used, whether bicycle facilities are 
intersecting, and the adjacent street function and land 
use.

SEPARATED BIKEWAYS AT 
INTERSECTIONS

BikeyBoxes

ColoredyBikeyLanesyinyConflictyAreas

IntersectionyCrossingyMarkings

TwoyStageyTurnyBoxes
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BikeyBox

May be combined with intersectiony
crossingymarkingsyand coloredy
bikeylanesyinyconflictyareasy

Colored pavement can 
be used in the box for 
increased visibility

R10-11

R10-6a
Wide stop lines used 
for increased visibility

If used, colored pavement should 
extend 50’ from the  intersection

Guidance

• 14’ minimum depth

• A “No Turn on Red” (MUTCD R10-11) sign shall be 
installed overhead to prevent vehicles from entering 
the Bike Box.

• A “Stop Here on Red” sign should be post-mounted at 
the stop line to reinforce observance of the stop line.

• A “Yield to Bikes” sign should be post-mounted in 
advance of and in conjunction with an egress lane to 
reinforce that bicyclists have the right-of-way going 
through the intersection.

• An ingress lane should be used to provide access to 
the box.

• A supplemental “Wait Here” legend can be provided 
in advance of the stop bar to increase clarity to 
motorists.

Description

A bike box is a designated area located at the head of 
a traffic lane at a signalized intersection that provides 
bicyclists with a safe and visible space to get in front of 
queuing motorized traffic during the red signal phase. 
Motor vehicles must queue behind the white stop line at 
the rear of the bike box.

MaterialsyandyMaintenance

Because the effectiveness of markings depends entirely 
on their visibility, maintaining markings should be a high 
priority.

Discussion

Bike boxes should be placed only at signalized intersections, and right turns on red shall be prohibited for motor vehicles. 
Bike boxes should be used in locations that have a large volume of bicyclists and are best utilized in central areas where 
traffic is usually moving more slowly. Prohibiting right turns on red improves safety for bicyclists yet does not significantly 
impede motor vehicle travel.

AdditionalyReferencesyandyGuidelines
NACTO, Urban Bikeway Design Guide. 2012
FHWA, Interim Approval (IA-14) has been granted. Requests to use 
green colored pavement need to comply with the provisions of 
Paragraphs 14 through 22 of Section 1A.10. 2011

R10-15 variant
or similar
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ColoredyBikeyLanesyinyConflictyAreas

Guidance

• Green colored pavement was given interim approval 
by the Federal Highways Administration in March 
2011. See interim approval for specific color standards.

• The colored surface should be skid resistant and 
retro-reflective.

• A “Yield to Bikes” sign should be used at intersections 
or driveway crossings to reinforce that bicyclists have 
the right-of-way in colored bike lane areas. 

MaterialsyandyMaintenance

Because the effectiveness of markings depends entirely 
on their visibility, maintaining markings should be a high 
priority.

Discussion

Evaluations performed in Portland, OR, St. Petersburg, FL and Austin, TX found that significantly more motorists yielded 
to bicyclists and slowed or stopped before entering the conflict area after the application of the colored pavement when 
compared with an uncolored treatment.

AdditionalyReferencesyandyGuidelines
FHWA, Interim Approval (IA-14) has been granted. Requests to use 
green colored pavement need to comply with the provisions of 
Paragraphs 14 through 22 of Section 1A.10. 2011 
NACTO, Urban Bikeway Design Guide. 2012

Description

Colored pavement within a bicycle lane increases the 
visibility of the facility and reinforces priority of bicyclists 
in conflict areas.

Variant of 
R10-15 or R1-5

Normal white dotted 
edge lines should 
define colored space
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IntersectionyCrossingyMarkings

Guidance
• See MUTCD Section 3B.08: “dotted line extensions”

• Crossing striping shall be at least six inches wide when 
adjacent to motor vehicle travel lanes. Dotted lines 
should be two-foot lines spaced two to six feet apart.

• Chevrons, shared lane markings, or coloredybikey
lanesyinyconflictyareasymay be used to increase 
visibility within conflict areas or across entire 
intersections. Elephant’s Feet markings are common 
in Europe and Canada.

MaterialsyandyMaintenance

Because the effectiveness of marked crossings depends 
entirely on their visibility, maintaining marked crossings 
should be a high priority.

Discussion

Additional markings such as chevrons, shared lane markings, orycoloredybikeylanesyinyconflictyareas are strategies currently 
in use in the United States and Canada. Cities considering the implementation of markings through intersections should 
standardize future designs to avoid confusion.

AdditionalyReferencesyandyGuidelines
AASHTO, Guide for the Development of Bicycle Facilities. 2012
FHWA, Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices, 3A.06. 2009
NACTO, Urban Bikeway Design Guide. 2012

Description
Bicycle pavement markings through intersections indicate 
the intended path of bicyclists through an intersection or 
across a driveway or ramp. They guide bicyclists on a safe 
and direct path through the intersection and provide a clear 
boundary between the paths of through bicyclists and either 
through or crossing motor vehicles in the adjacent lane.

2’ stripe

Chevrons Shared Lane 
Markings

Colored 
Conflict Area

Elephant’s 
Feet

2-6’ gap
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Two-StageyTurnyBoxes

Guidance

• The queue box shall be placed in a protected area. 
Typically this is within an on–street parking lane or 
cycle track buffer area. 

• 6’ minimum depth of bicycle storage area

• Bicycle stencil and turn arrow pavement markings 
shall be used to indicate proper bicycle direction and 
positioning.

• A “No Turn on Red” (MUTCD R10-11) sign shall be 
installed on the cross street to prevent vehicles from 
entering the turn box.

Description

Two–stage turn queue boxes offer bicyclists a safe way to 
make left turns at multi-lane signalized intersections from 
a right side cycle track or bike lane.

On right side cycle tracks, bicyclists are often unable to 
merge into traffic to turn left due to physical separation, 
making the provision of two–stage left turn boxes critical. 
Design guidance for two-stage turns apply to both bike 
lanes and cycle tracks.

MaterialsyandyMaintenance

Because the effectiveness of markings depends entirely 
on their visibility, maintaining marking should be a high 
priority.

Discussion

While two stage turns may increase bicyclist comfort in many locations, this configuration will typically result in higher 
average signal delay for bicyclists due to the need to receive two separate green signal indications (one for the through 
street, followed by one for the cross street) before proceeding.

AdditionalyReferencesyandyGuidelines
NACTO, Urban Bikeway Design Guide. 2012

Consider using colored 
pavement inside the box to 
further define the bicycle 
space

Cycle track turn box 
protected by physical buffer:

Bike lane turn box 
protected by parking lane:

Turns from cycle tracks may 
be protected by a parking 
lane or other physical buffer

Turns from a bicycle lane may be 
protected by an adjacent parking 
lane or crosswalk setback space
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Bicycle signals and beacons facilitate bicyclist crossings of 
roadways. Bicycle signals make crossing intersections safer 
for bicyclists by clarifying when to enter an intersection 
and by restricting conflicting vehicle movements.  Bicycle 
signals are traditional three lens signal heads with green, 
yellow and red bicycle stenciled lenses that can be 
employed at standard signalized intersections and hybrid 
beacon crossings.  Flashing amber warning beacons can 
be utilized at unsignalized intersection crossings. Push 
buttons, signage, and pavement markings may be used 
to supplement these facilities for both bicyclists and 
motorists.

Determining which type of signal or beacon to use for a 
particular intersection depends on a variety of factors. 
These include speed limits, Average Daily Traffic (ADT), 
anticipated bicycle crossing traffic, and the configuration 
of planned or existing bicycle facilities. Signals may be 
necessary as part of the construction of a protected 
bicycle facility such as a cycle track with potential turning 
conflicts, or to decrease vehicle or pedestrian conflicts 
at major crossings. An intersection with bicycle signals 
may reduce stress and delays for a crossing bicyclist, and 
discourage illegal and unsafe crossing maneuvers.

BicycleyDetectionyandyActuation

BicycleySignalyHeads

SIGNALIZATION
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BicycleyDetectionyandyActuation
Description

PushyButtonyActuation

User-activated button mounted on a pole facing the 
street.

LoopyDetectors

Bicycle-activated loop detectors are installed within the 
roadway to allow the presence of a bicycle to trigger a 
change in the traffic signal.  This allows the bicyclist to stay 
within the lane of travel without having to maneuver to 
the side of the road to trigger a push button.  

Loops that are sensitive enough to detect bicycles should 
be supplemented with pavement markings to instruct 
bicyclists how to trip them.

VideoyDetectionyCameras

Video detection systems use digital image processing to 
detect a change in the image at a location. These systems 
can be calibrated to detect bicycles. Video camera system 
costs range from $20,000 to $25,000 per intersection.

RemoteyTrafficyMicrowaveySensoryDetectiony(RTMS)

RTMS is a system which uses frequency modulated 
continuous wave radio signals to detect objects in the 
roadway. This method marks the detected object with a 
time code to determine its distance from the sensor. The 
RTMS system is unaffected by temperature and lighting, 
which can affect standard video detection.

MaterialsyandyMaintenance

Signal detection and actuation for bicyclists should 
be maintained with other traffic signal detection and 
roadway pavement markings.

Discussion

Proper bicycle detection should meet two primary criteria: 1) accurately detects bicyclists and 2) provides clear guidance to 
bicyclists on how to actuate detection (e.g., what button to push, where to stand). 

Bicycle loops and other detection mechanisms can also provide bicyclists with an extended green time before the light 
turns yellow so that bicyclists of all abilities can reach the far side of the intersection.

AdditionalyReferencesyandyGuidelines
AASHTO, Guide for the Development of Bicycle Facilities. 2012          
FHWA, Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices. 2009
NACTO, Urban Bikeway Design Guide. 2012

In bike lane 
loop detection

Push button 
actuation

RTMS

Video detection 
camera

Bicycle detector 
pavement marking
(MUTCD Figure 9C-7)
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BicycleySignalyHeads

MaterialsyandyMaintenance

Bicycle signal heads require the same maintenance as 
standard traffic signal heads, such as replacing bulbs and 
responding to power outages.

Discussion
Per EDSM No: IV.7.1.5, new signal installations shall be performed by, or under the direction of traffic operations as requested from 
the District Traffic Operations Engineer and/or Traffic Engineering Management.  Local municipal code should be checked or 
modified to clarify that at intersections with bicycle signals, bicyclists should only obey the bicycle signal heads.  For improved 
visibility, smaller (4 inch lens) near-sided bicycle signals should be considered to supplement far-side signals. 

AdditionalyReferencesyandyGuidelines
NACTO, Urban Bikeway Design Guide. 2012
The National Committee on Uniform Traffic Control Devices has 
formed a Task Force that is considering adding guidance to the 
MUTCD on the use of bicycle signals. 
DOTD, EDSM No: IV.7.1.5. Engineering Directives And Standards, DOTD
Traffic Signal Manual. 2012

Description

A bicycle signal is an electrically powered traffic control 
device that should only be used in combination with an 
existing conventional or hybrid signal. Bicycle signals are 
typically used to improve identified safety or operational 
problems involving bicycle facilities. Bicycle signal heads 
may be installed at signalized intersections to indicate 
bicycle signal phases and other bicycle-specific timing 
strategies. Bicycle signals can be actuated with bicycle 
sensitive loop detectors, video detection, or push buttons.

In the United States, bicycle signal heads typically use 
standard three-lens signal heads in green, yellow, and 
red. Bicycle signals are typically used to provide guidance 
for bicyclists at intersections where they may have 
different needs from other road users (e.g., bicycle–only 
movements, or leading bicycle intervals). 

Guidance

Specific locations where bicycle signals have had a 
demonstrated positive effect include:

• Those with high volume of bicyclists at peak hours

• Those with high numbers of bicycle/motor vehicle 
crashes, especially those caused by turning vehicle 
movements

• At T–intersections with major bicycle movement 
along the top of the “T.”

• At the confluence of an off-street bike path and a 
roadway intersection

• Where separated bike paths run parallel to arterial 
streets

1/2 size near-side 
bicycle signal for 
greater visibility

Visual variation in 
signal head housing 
may increase 
awareness

Bicycle signals must utilize 
appropriate detectionyandy
actuation

Signage may 
clarify proper 
usage
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The ability to navigate through a city is informed by 
landmarks, natural features and other visual cues. Signs 
throughout the city should indicate to bicyclists:

•  Direction of travel

• Location of destinations

• Travel time/distance to those destinations 

These signs will increase users’ comfort and accessibility to 
the bicycle systems. 

Signage can serve both wayfinding and safety purposes 
including:

• Helping to familiarize users with the bicycle network

• Helping users identify the best routes to destinations

• Helping to address misperceptions about time and 
distance

• Helping overcome a “barrier to entry” for people 
who are not frequent bicyclists (e.g., “interested but 
concerned” bicyclists)

A community–wide bicycle wayfinding signage plan would 
identify:

• Sign locations 

• Sign type – what information should be included and 
design features

• Destinations to be highlighted on each sign – key 
destinations for bicyclists 

• Approximate distance and travel time to each 
destination 

Bicycle wayfinding signs also visually cue motorists that they 
are driving along a bicycle route and should use caution. 
Signs are typically placed at key locations leading to and 
along bicycle routes, including the intersection of multiple 
routes. Too many road signs tend to clutter the right-of-way, 
and it is recommended that these signs be posted at a level 
most visible to bicyclists rather than per vehicle signage 
standards.

BIKEWAY SIGNING

WayfindingySignyTypes

WayfindingySignyPlacement
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WayfindingySignyTypes

MaterialsyandyMaintenance

Maintenance needs for bicycle wayfinding signs are 
similar to other signs and will need periodic replacement 
due to wear. 

Discussion

There is no standard color for bicycle wayfinding signage. Section 1A.12 of the MUTCD establishes the general meaning for 
signage colors. Green is the color used for directional guidance and is the most common color of bicycle wayfinding signage 
in the US, including those in the MUTCD.

AdditionalyReferencesyandyGuidelines
AASHTO, Guide for the Development of Bicycle Facilities. 2012
FHWA, Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices. 2009
NACTO, Urban Bikeway Design Guide. 2012

Description

A bicycle wayfinding system consists of comprehensive 
signing and/or pavement markings to guide bicyclists to 
their destinations along preferred bicycle routes. There 
are three general types of wayfinding signs:

ConfirmationySigns

Indicate to bicyclists that they are on a designated 
bikeway. Make motorists aware of the bicycle route.

Can include destinations and distance/time. Do not 
include arrows.

TurnySigns

Indicate where a bikeway turns from one street onto 
another street. Can be used with pavement markings.

Include destinations and arrows.

DecisionsySigns

Mark the junction of two or more bikeways.

Inform bicyclists of the designated bike route to access 
key destinations.

Destinations and arrows, distances and travel times are 
optional but recommended.
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WayfindingySignyPlacement

MaterialsyandyMaintenance

Maintenance needs for bicycle wayfinding signs are 
similar to other signs and will need periodic replacement 
due to wear.

Discussion

It can be useful to classify a list of destinations for inclusion on the signs based on their relative importance to users 
throughout the area. A particular destination’s ranking in the hierarchy can be used to determine the physical distance from 
which the locations are signed. For example, primary destinations (such as the downtown area) may be included on signage 
up to five miles away. Secondary destinations (such as a transit station) may be included on signage up to two miles away. 
Tertiary destinations (such as a park) may be included on signage up to one mile away.

AdditionalyReferencesyandyGuidelines
AASHTO, Guide for the Development of Bicycle Facilities. 2012
FHWA, Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices. 2009
NACTO, Urban Bikeway Design Guide. 2012

Descriptiony

ConfirmationySigns

Every ¼ to ½ mile on off-street facilities and every 2 
to 3 blocks along on-street bicycle facilities, unless 
another type of sign is used (e.g., within 150 ft of a turn 
or decision sign). Should be placed soon after turns to 
confirm destination(s). Pavement markings can also act as 
confirmation that a bicyclist is on a preferred route.

TurnySigns

Near-side of intersections where bike routes turn (e.g., 
where the street ceases to be a bicycle route or does not 
go through). Pavement markings can also indicate the 
need to turn to the bicyclist.

DecisionsySigns

Near–side of intersections in advance of a junction with 
another bicycle route.

Along a route to indicate a nearby destination. 
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Guidance

Signs are typically placed at decision points along bicycle 
routes – typically at the intersection of two or more bikeways 
and at other key locations leading to and along bicycle routes.
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Trailheads

MaterialsyandyMaintenance

Trailhead signage and lighting will require regular 
maintenance. Major trailheads will require regular 
servicing.

Discussion

Trailheads with a small motor vehicle parking area should additionally include bicycle parking and accessible parking.

Neighborhood access should be achieved from all local streets crossing the path. No parking needs to be provided, and in 
some situations “No Parking” signs will be desirable to minimize impact on the neighborhood. 

AdditionalyReferencesyandyGuidelines
AASHTO, Guide for the Development of Bicycle Facilities. 1999

Description

Good access to a path system is a key element for 
its success.  Trailheads serve the local and regional 
population arriving to the path system by car, transit, 
bicycle or other modes.  Trailheads provide essential 
access to the shared-use path system and include 
amenities like parking for vehicles and bicycles, restrooms 
(at major trailheads), and posted maps. 

Guidance

• Major trailheads should include automobile and 
bicycle parking, trail information (maps, user 
guidelines, wildlife information, etc.), garbage 
receptacles and restrooms.

• Minor trailheads can provide a subset of these 
amenities.
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